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CALL  800-4A-FAGOR

CNC SYSTEMS -  SERVO DRIVES & MOTORS -  FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

8058 CNC Turnkey Package

The Fagor 8058 Retrofit Kit is one of the 
most reliable systems to upgrade your 

manually operated machine to a fully 
automated 3 axis CNC machine. The 

8058 Retrofit Kit include precision ball 
screws, powerful 31in/lb motors, custom 
motor brackets, a Fagor Handwheel, and 

enclosures.

Each system is pre-wired and configured 
to your specific machine application.  

Your Upgrade just got an
Upgrade

CNC-Servo Systems 

 - High resolution display with HD graphics
 - Top-rated conversational programming  

 workflow with customizable navigation. 
 - ISO/G-Code programable 
 - 4th axis ready, 4 axis interpolation 
 - Built-in FAGOR CAD/CAM system
 - Free PC simulator, offline programming,  

 .DXF to G-Code conversion, & training videos
 - Remote CNC Support via TeamViewer™
 - Custom splash screens on start up
 - Windows 10, industrial hardware
 - 2 USB ports, 3 Ethernet Ports, & CFast Card
 - Automatic and Manual operating modes

Conversational CNC Control
New 8058 

Ideal for
Kneemills
Bedmills

Teach-In Lathes

Joel 8058 Turnkey Ad.indd   1 1/26/2022   3:43:25 PM
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Thanks for reading this 
issue of CNC WEST.

This is our annual Software issue. Since high school students will hope-
fully be working in shops in the future it is only fitting that we have an article 
about a high school in Oregon that teaches CAD/CAM to their students. 

Dan Kernion is the Manufacturing/CTE instructor at the CTE (Career 
Technical Education) program of Redmond High School, located 144 miles 
southeast of Portland. For nine years, he has taught students to use CAD/CAM 
software and CNC machining to prepare them for careers in manufacturing. 

Kernion has been using Mastercam® CAD/CAM software since the 1990s, 
when he honed his skills designing, programming, and making surfboards and 
guitars. He credits industry partners such as Mastercam for helping Panther 
Tech maintain and grow its manufacturing program.  

Another article regarding software and a shop is about a two-person shop 
in Oceanside, California. Owner Nick Katrov said, “With our applications 
requiring full 5-axis strategies, we have successfully utilized most of the 
5-axis modules in hyperMILL® such as contouring, tangent milling with 
barrel cutters, swarf milling and helical drilling” explained Mr. Katrov. “hy-
perMILL® makes the programming process seamless and easy no matter 
how complex the components are”. 

 
  American Innovative Products in Anaheim, California is a family-owned 

business that tries to do all the little things to make the big things happen.  
With help from Fullerton College, they have a well-trained staff that is get-
ting ready for major expansion in Idaho. Soon to have facilities in southern 
California and Idaho, AIP sees Idaho as a location that will be a great way 
to cut costs without just moving the entire company.  

 There is also an article on machining firearm components and one on 
Securing Your CNC Equipment for CMMC 2.0 Compliance. 

This along with our normal allotment of press releases about new products 
and industry news will give you some good reading material. And please 
remember that each issue is on our webpage too if you don’t have a maga-
zine handy.

Sincerely,

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold 
Publisher
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FANUC ROBODRILL BIG PLUS-K 
DO MORE WITH AUTOMATION 

The Methods Plus Big-K Automation System is an 
innovative robotic automation solution that is added to 
a medium bed Fanuc RoboDrill. It not only exchanges 
part carriers, but also tool holders to further enhance the 
functionality of the RoboDrill.

• Operator Ease Of Use 
• Set Up Time
• Machine Complex Parts
• Lights Out Manufacturing
• Production Flexibility
• Low Volume, High Mix

   
   

  S
ca
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ere for more information

 1-877-668-4262
methodsmachine.com

Boston | Charlotte | Chicago | Dallas | Detroit | Houston 
Los Angeles | Memphis | Milwaukee | Phoenix | San Francisco
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Unique
Exact 90°
Shouldering
A New Milling Line for Square Shoulder 
and Face Milling.  
A Unique Exact 90° Profile with  
8 Cutting Edges in Combination with 
a Dovetail Clamping Method Enables 
Higher Cutting Conditions and Assures 
Better Productivity.

Dovetail Insert Pocket Locks the 
Insert Firmly in the Tool

Unique Exact 90° Profile  
with 8 Cutting Edges
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Viavi Solutions Expands Foot-
print in AZ.

Viavi Solutions, a tech company that shifted 
its head office from California to Arizona in 
2021, is expanding its footprint in Chandler 
after realizing it needs more space than it 
originally anticipated.

Viavi Solutions Inc.  bought a 104,000-square-
foot space at the Chandler Airport Commerce 
Center just south of the airport last year, 
with the original intent of housing both its 
global headquarters and manufacturing opera-
tions in the facility.

The company has since decided it needed more 
space, so the HQ staff will now work out of a 
newly leased 15,000-square-foot office just a 
few miles away from the manufacturing site.

All told, these new operations are expected 
to support 230 jobs.  

Viavi makes network testing and optical 
technologies, with more than 3,600 employees 
spread over 22 countries.  

Northrop Grumman Gets Link 16 
Deal. Work to be Done in San Di-
ego and Woodland Hills

The Department of the Navy awarded Northrop 
Grumman Corp. (NYSE: NOC) a $10.5 million 
modification to a previously awarded contract 
for hardware associated with Link 16 communi-
cation electronics. Link 16 refers to a type 
of tactical data link. The devices use radio 
signals to let members of the military share 
voice, video and information about their po-
sitions, in a secure manner.

This contract modification adds scope to 
procure 55 Link 16 A-kits, to include 26 each 
for AH-1Z Viper attack helicopters and UH-1Y 
Venom utility helicopters. The kits will go 
on production aircraft. In addition, the Navy 
is buying two spares for AH-1Z aircraft and 
one spare for UH-1Y aircraft, as well as one 
A-kit test stand for the Navy. Some 38% of the 
work will be performed in San Diego, with the 
balance in Woodland Hills. Work is expected 
to be completed by March 2024.  

Edwards Invests in New Arizona 
Facility to Support North Ameri-
ca Semiconductor Growth

Edwards, the leading supplier of vacuum 
and abatement services and solutions to the 
global semiconductor industry, has announced 
its investment in a new state-of-the-art manu-
facturing facility in Chandler, AZ.

The new 200,000-square-foot facility will 
leverage the latest manufacturing and digital 
technologies to support the fast-growing North 
American semiconductor market with services 
and solutions for the efficient and environmen-
tally sustainable production of chips.

Unprecedented growth in the semiconductor 
market to meet the world’s growing consumer 
demand has resulted in extraordinary growth 
in demand for Edwards’ products and services, 
said Troy Metcalf, President of Edwards Semi-
conductor Service. Looking ahead, this growth 
is set to continue, with our customers in the 
USA investing billions of dollars in addi-
tional manufacturing capacity.  

Boeing Awarded Contract for 
Eight AH-6 Helicopters for Thai-
land

 Boeing has been awarded a $103.7 million 
contract by the U.S. Department of Defense as 
part of a foreign military sale for eight AH-6 
light attack reconnaissance helicopters to 
Thailand. The contract also includes spares, 
training devices, support equipment, and tech-
nical publications for the Royal Thai Army.

The deal paves the way for the Royal Thai 
Army to replace its fleet of aging AH-1F Cobras 
as part of the country’s defense modernization 
efforts. The aircraft will be produced in Mesa, 
Arizona, with deliveries planned through 2024.

Thailand is Boeing’s second international 
customer for the aircraft. Boeing has a long 
and proven track record of being a trusted 
partner to Thailand’s aviation and defense 
customers for more than 60 years.

Perfection in motion.

Discover the New ‘Star’ in 
the STAR CNC Galaxy

Star CNC Machine Tool Corp. | 516.484.0500 | starcnc.com   •   New York | Ohio | California | Illinois | Pennsylvania | Connecticut 

Machining complex components with exceptional
precision, accuracy and speed just got easier…and smarter!

Star CNC introduces SK-51A, the first in their NEW line of automatic fixed headstock lathes.  
This new ‘star’ incorporates the advanced Fanuc iHMI control system with ‘smart’ machining 
capabilities that easily and efficiently guide the operator through the manufacturing process.

•  Twin, 12-station turrets with identical travels allow balance machining on either spindle

•  A2-5 spindle chucking options grip parts where required

•   Slant bed design meets the demands of difficult-to-machine materials typically  
required by the medical, energy and aerospace industries

•  Extensive tooling options address complex part needs

•  Machine design offers easy access to the spindles and turrets

•   User-friendly touch screen control for easy access to on-board machine and  
control manuals

STAR-119-SK51-TypeA-Ad-CNC-WEST.indd   1 3/2/21   11:11 AM
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Proudly made in the USA

workholding@5thaxis.com

www.5thaxis.com

96mm
Pull Stud Spacing

.0003” 
Repeatability

Fits All Machine 
Makes and Models

Workholding for high-volume and horizontal cnc machining

- 400mm Rocklock Tombstone -

5 ht

Workholding Evolved.

Reduce setup 
times by 80-95%

TM      
quick  change  system

 Rocklock 
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Complex made simple

WORK WITH CONFIDENCE FOR 
TRADITIONAL AND ADDITIVE 
MANUFACTURING

cad-cam.com

Mastercam 2023 simplifies 
even the most complex 

part. Giving you full 
control of your 
manufacturing.

Desktop Metal offers additive 
solutions for manufacturing 
tooling, rapid prototyping or 
mass production in a variety 

of metals. Impossible 
geometry just became 

possible.

NCSIMUL allows you to 
verify G-code from any 

source with a virtual twin of 
your exact CNC set-up. Make 
collisions a thing of the past 

by checking the machine 
motion virtually first.

 Supporting you from offices in 
Newbury Park, Anaheim, San Diego
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For more informa�on, contact us today at
(810) 263-6100 or sales.us@lkmetrology.com

...we aremetrology

Entry Level, Affordable, Compact
CMMw/ Mul�-sensor technology

Small Compact CMMw/
Mul�-sensor Technology

High Accuracy CMMw/ Mul�-sensor
Technology (Available in Very High

Accuracy Version)

Mid-Size Bridge CMMw/
Mul�-sensor Technology

5-Axis Mul�-sensor CMM for Speed
& Flexibility w/REVO© & MODUS™

Large Scale Bridge CMM (Available
in Table & Twin Rail versions)

Gantry CMM ideal for medium to large
volume precision components (Available

in AEROS S & AEROS P versions)

Completely Portable Metrology
Solu�on (Available in 6-Axis & 7-

Axis versions)

ALTERAC

AEROS FREEDOMARM

ALTERAS

SCANtek 5 MAXIMA

ALTERASL

ALTERAM

Available Coordinate
MeasuringMachines

metrology
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Peace of Mind
Just another one of Fadal’s standard features

Our industry-leading 2-YEAR WARRANTY and service response means you’ll never have to find out just how 
expensive downtime can be. With the most standard features available in our class, Fadal is the smart choice
for your production growth both today and well into the future.

Fadal 64MP Control 
• 2500 BPS processing speed
• High speed software
• Coordinate rotation and scaling
• Custom macros
• Spare M functions
• Ethernet port plus two USB ports
• 2nd home position
• Color 15" monitor

Fadal Standard “Value Added” Features
• 10,000 RPM liquid cooled spindle
• Dual belt high / low drive system
• Best in class 220 lbs/ft spindle torque
• Dual supported & pretensioned ballscrews
• Auto lubricated ballscrew & bearings
• Monitored lubrication system
• Three stage chip separation
• Coolant nozzle & air gun

ALL BACKED BY OUR INDUSTRY-LEADING 2-YEAR WARRANTY

fadal.com
(844-323-2526)

844-FADAL-CNC

For quality, service and value you can count on, choose Fadal. Learn more at fadal.com or, better yet, call us
at 844-FADAL-CNC (844-323-2526) and one of our helpful experts will answer your questions so you can make 
the best choice for your business.

210430_Fadal_ad_10-875x13-875.indd   1 4/30/2021   10:12:29 AM
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Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000

LX 2500 Series Turning Center
Built in Motor Spindle
3.2” Bar Capacity
Live Tooling Turret
Servo Tailstock
Fanuc 15” Screen
10” Chuck

EX 2000 Series Turning Center
Built in Motor Spindle
2.5” Bar Capacity
Sub-Spindle (Servo Tailstock)
Live Tooling Turret
Fanuc 15” Screen
8” & 6” Chuck

LOOKING FOR A 
BETTER SOLUTION?

Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000

Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000

www.takisawatechcorp.com
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Experience a multiplatform CAD/CAM tool that integrates cloud-base and machine 
learning capabilities into an easy-to-use solution for design and manufacturing.

With a foundation of familiar and highly capable software combined with learning 
content for all levels of experience, Autodesk® Fusion 360® represents a complete 
solution for the next generation of machining work. 

Ensure students make an immediate impact on their employers by providing them 
hands-on experience with the end-to-end CAD/CAM workflows of tomorrow.

Accelerate student and workforce growth 
and development with Fusion 360 — 
a next generation CAD/CAM solution

Teach Fusion 360: 
autode.sk/Fusion-education

Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, and Fusion 360 are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the 
USA and/or other countries. © 2022 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Companies within the Defense Industrial Base (DIB), 
like machine, pharmaceutical and aerospace product manu-
facturers, are increasingly the subject of frequent attacks in 
pursuit of the billions of dollars tied up in Department of 
Defense (DoD) projects. The SolarWinds breach, the REvil 
cybergang hit on a defense contractor and others incidents 
making headline news are the overt evidence of these esca-
lating targets – but it’s estimated by Black Kite that “twenty 
percent of America’s largest 100 defense contractors are 
highly susceptible to a ransomware attack.”

The DoD is naturally taking action. The safeguard of 
defense-related information has been named a major pri-
ority, says the DoD, leading the agency to unveil its “en-
hanced” CMMC 2.0 program in November of last year. 
With three different levels of compliance (“Foundational,” 
“Advanced” and “Expert”), CMMC 2.0 will undergo im-
plementation through the rulemaking process, which can 
span from nine months to two years, and then ultimately 
fold the program into a contractual requirement. This means 
that any company that processes, stores or handles Federal 
Contract Information (FCI) must perform a CMMC Level 
1 self-assessment.

Proper Protection of CUI
For manufacturers with FCI, CMMC 2.0 compliance 

involves the control of removable media, such as PCMCIA 
memory cards and USB drives, and encrypting this media 
to properly protect Controlled Unclassified Information 
(CUI). The process of storing and transferring machine 
programs is already a time- and labor-consuming task: of-
ten companies set up a kiosk for programmers to peruse 
programs, copy the selected machine code onto a USB, 
trek back to the machinery and copy the program to the 
machine. One manufacturer estimated that it took them 
10 minutes of set-up time to upload a program and get the 
routers – per part. The total time devoted to this process 
amounted to around 83 hours a month.

CNC machine programs with PCMCIA media cards 
and USB drives also make revision control virtually impos-
sible. Programs that were never proven can be exported to 

Securing Your CNC Equipment 
for CMMC 2.0 Compliance

By: Susan Towers-Shop Floor Automations

machines, machined “not to spec” and lead to the scrapping 
of parts, rework, or worse, customer rejections. Companies 
can then find themselves scrambling to repair customer con-
cerns and spending additional time and labor sourcing the 
correct program, and ultimately going through the machine 
program transfer process over again.

Now, with CMMC 2.0, machinery using removable stor-
age devices can also lead to noncompliance. Solutions to 
achieve compliance, however, may hold even greater pos-
sible benefits for manufacturers.

DNC for Compliancy, Reliability, 
and Greater Productivity

A modern DNC networking solution, like Predator DNC 
as available through Shop Floor Automations, can work to-
wards helping companies eliminate removable drives from 
CNC manufacturing equipment altogether. Serving as one in-
dustrial network for all your CNC machines, robots, CMMs, 
PLCs, 3D printers and other equipment, a well-designed 
DNC networking system ensures that only your latest files 
are tapped from their central location and, when changes oc-
cur, the edits are stored back on your file server.

Even more so, CNC program revisions can be controlled 
through a bar code or QR code reader to eliminate errors and 
transfer the proven/released part program every time into the 
CNC for complete traceability. Securing greater control of 
your CNC program revisions can lead to a reduction in the 
amount of rework and scrap that plagues companies utilizing 
untested programs. All in all, the implementation of a proper 
DNC networking solution can equate to a more productive 
team and a more consistent and reliable manufacturing pro-
cess.

Set up your organization for CMMC 2.0 compliance 
while realizing significant gains in productivity and reliabil-
ity.

Our all-new horizontal 5-axis pro�ler makes quick
work of your largest aluminum structural components.
The universal head spindle with HSK-A63 interface has
100 horses and spins at 30,000 r/min.

It has a 60-tool capacity, a maximum rapid feedrate of
2,362 ipm and a maximum workpiece size of 4 meters
by 1.5 meters. And to top it all o�, the pallet changer
takes your productivity to new heights.

In short: The HFP 1540 is a machine that 
will instantly place your aerospace work 
among the world’s best.

BELTS, PLEASE
FASTEN SEAT 
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Doosan has a whole bunch of VMCs in the 
wild, and now, a premium model is part of 
the family. Say hello to the BVM 5700. 

• Built-in 40 taper 15,000 r/min spindle
• 50 hp motor with 158 �/lbs of torque
• Bridge type machine construction

You get less non-cutting time, more rigidity 
and a whole lot more parts flying out the 
door. Talk to your trusted local distributor 
about the BVM 5700.

VERTICAL 
LEAP
The new BVM 5700 packs ridiculous
performance and precision.

www.ellisontechnologies.com    |    

SALES (866) 567-2580  SERVICE (800) 994-0146  PARTS (888) 207-2787
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Between budget constraints, student perception 
challenges, and the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Redmond High School Panther Tech has overcome 

numerous hurdles since March 2020. Dan Kernion is 
the Manufacturing/CTE instructor at the CTE (Career 
Technical Education) program of Redmond High School, 
located 144 miles southeast of Portland. For nine years, he 
has taught students to use CAD/CAM software and CNC 
machining to prepare them for careers in manufacturing. 

Kernion has been using Mastercam® CAD/CAM software 
since the 1990s, when he honed his skills designing, 
programming, and making surfboards and guitars. He 
credits industry partners such as Mastercam for helping 
Panther Tech maintain and grow its manufacturing 
program. 

“Between Mastercam and SOLIDWORKS®, that’s $5400 
a year for the program,” he said. “Having the support of 
local industry—which provides materials, tooling, and 

plant tours—allows kids to see what we can actually do.”
The manufacturing program is no doubt a proven 

success. In 2019, the Redmond High School Panther Tech 
team won a gold medal at the 55th Annual SkillsUSA State 
Championships. The state champs went on to Louisville, 
KY, to compete at the SkillsUSA National Conference and 
finished 13th overall. Despite the event’s 2020 cancellation, 
the Panther Tech team’s hopes for future competitions 
remain high. According to Kernion, to attend the national 
level of the SkillsUSA Championships, he and his students 
must raise $10,000 for the trip, plus acquire tooling, 
coolant, and aluminum. Industry partners donate what 
they can to support the team, which usually competes 
in both automated and additive manufacturing. The 
impact of local support on the technical program cannot 
be overstated. Even the instructor pitches in. For class 
projects, Kernion has been known to supply wood he has 
stored from his days in guitar manufacturing. 

Panther Tech students drew the Titan 1M part, programed the toolpaths in Mastercam, then machined the part on Haas Mini Mills. 

“Being in the guitar industry for so long, my garage is 
full of exotic wood,” he said. “I give it to the students if they 
have a project to do.”

In addition to receiving support for the SkillsUSA 
competitions, the Panther Tech program receives 
donations and grants. In May, it received a $15,000 Gene 
Haas Foundation scholarship that will help eligible students 
with college tuition expenses. Like many other institutions, 
Redmond High School Panther Tech took a hit during 
2020 when coronavirus shut down the school. Hands-on 
learning came to an abrupt halt.

“We had done the Haas certification,” Kernion recalled. 
“I had the kids all the way through the entire program and 
a representative from our Haas Factory Outlet was to come 
out and give the final exam. And then COVID happened. 
So, I had kids waiting to take the final exam.”

Before the pandemic, Kernion would start his classes 
with the basics, introducing students to the interface 

and tools. Over the last eight years, he has approached 
introductory classes with the assumption that his students 
do not know much about manufacturing. He soon 
discovered that assigning projects that appeal to his young 
proteges is key in building—and keeping—their interest. 
Class projects for beginners include creating dominoes 
and dice which require students to machine six sides of a 
part, quite an advanced process for a budding machinist. 
Kernion described how one student made a tricky-triangle 
peg game.

“She drew and programmed it in Mastercam, and 
machined it on our Haas Mini Mill,” he said. “It was made 
of 6061 aluminum alloy. The student used OptiRough to 
rough out the triangle and eliminate the surrounding 
material and cleaned it up with a couple of contour passes 
to get the deflection out because we went full depth - maybe 
1 1/8-inch in depth.”

The Dynamic OptiRough toolpath is ideal for any 
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Redmond High Panther Tech students proudly display their Titans of CNC projects, created with the help of Mastercam CAD/CAM software.
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machinist, including a novice, because the simplified, 
consistent toolpath replaces multiple, less advanced 
toolpaths and cuts programming time. The easy-to-use 
roughing strategy allows programmers to create powerful, 
safe, and efficient programs for an entire part. Optimized 
cutting conditions reduce the chance of tool breakage and 
the need to stop machining for extra set-ups, so cycle times 
are drastically reduced. Advanced students work on more 
elaborate projects including ukuleles. The students built 
their own tooling so they can continue working on their 
ukuleles at home. CAD/CAM software was used in other 
student projects such as cornhole boards and a coffee table 
with built-in cribbage board cup holders and a laser-cut 
image. Both projects were designed, programmed, and 
machined in Mastercam, then saved as DXF files to be 
loaded into the laser software. Other classes built electric 
guitars and made tools for some of the program’s industry 
partners. For example, they produced fork clamps for a 
local motorcycle mechanic. 

Perhaps the most complex items created by Panther 
Tech students were bullet boxes for the Redmond Veterans 
of Foreign Wars Post 4108. Each two-piece, rectangular 
part included barrel hinges. Special engraved versions 
with inlays and challenge coins were created for a local 
World War II veteran and Medal of Honor recipient and 
his family members. The boxes were machined from 6061 
aluminum on a Haas Mini Mill; Dynamic Milling was 
used for pocketing and the hinges. Contour and Engrave 
toolpaths machined the words “Duty, Honor, Country” on 
the box lids while Chamfer and Model Chamfer toolpaths 
softened all edges. 

“It turned out absolutely amazing,” said Kernion. “It’s a 

cool little box. It’s simple in a lot of ways but getting that 
coin to fit inside of the lid and outside of the lid—the 
tolerances had to be there. For high school students, I 
thought it was impressive.”

To pique the interest of his students, Kernion assigns 
some projects from the TITANS of CNC (Flower Mound, 
TX) website, which offers hundreds of free online CAD/
CAM courses. He has students study sections of National 
Institute of Metalworking Skills (NIMS), Fairfax, VA, 
testing and learn the ins and outs of SOLIDWORKS 
3D CAD design software. Also, he 
prepares students to take the CWSA 
(Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate) 
exam. 

“That’s typically their final in my 
CAD and manufacturing classes,” 
he said. “I have the only three high 
school students in the state of Oregon 
that passed the professional level in 
SOLIDWORKS.”

Redmond Panther Tech currently 
has 28 seats of Mastercam and hopes 
to add more to accommodate its 
growing manufacturing program. 
Kernion uses the Educational Suite, 
which includes bundled, discounted 
CAD/CAM solutions that provide 
instructors the flexibility to teach 
everything from introductory lessons 
to advanced CAM techniques. In the 
coming school year, Kernion hopes 
to focus on Mastercam Certification. 

Resuming traditional learning is something that instructors 
across the globe look forward to this year. When COVID 
hit, teaching manufacturing classes remotely became 
difficult, reflected Kernion. 

“We had kids remoting in with their Chromebooks,” he 
said. “It was a very slow, arduous task to get them anywhere. 
They’d draw a line, and the spinning icon would come out, 
waiting for the line to be created. Then they would enter 
their dimensions and the whole thing would spin again.” 

But thanks to a new SOLIDWORKS platform, 3D 

Bullet boxes produced by Panther Tech students were machined on a Haas mill;
Mastercam Dynamic Milling was used for pocketing and for the hinges. Contour and

Engrave toolpaths were used to machine words on lids; and Chamfer and
Model Chamfer toolpaths softened the edges.

Each Redmond High student first machined a Turner’s cube on a manual 
mill to square the block, then programmed circular toolpaths in

Mastercam and machined the cube on a Haas Mini Mill.Student created cornhole boards, designed, programmed, and machined in Mastercam.

Guitar body machined by Redmond High Panther Tech students.
A Redmond High Panther Tech student created a triangle peg game. It was designed and programmed in

Mastercam and machined on a Haas Mini Mill.
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said. “It was a very slow, arduous task to get them anywhere. 
They’d draw a line, and the spinning icon would come out, 
waiting for the line to be created. Then they would enter 
their dimensions and the whole thing would spin again.” 
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The cutting edge in multi-tasking turning 
machines, CNC machining centers, multi-axis 
centers & more.

UNPARALLELED
MACHINE  
QUALITY

E X P A N D M A C H I N E R Y . C O M  |  8 1 8 . 3 4 9 . 9 1 6 6

EXPERIENCE, Mastercam performance on the students’ 
computers improved. It was still slow, but it worked, 
Kernion said. He estimates that his classes completed 40 
percent of the curriculum with online teaching. Though 
virtual learning presents its challenges, some students 
excelled in online learning. 

“We did have go-getters in Mastercam making it work 
remotely,” said Kernion. “If they were motivated, they 
could do the projects virtually and simulate machining. 
There’s no sound; no tools breaking. But it at least got them 
started learning the interface, and about post processors 
and toolpaths. They saw the results of their work in front of 
them on the computer screen, but it was very slow.”

Once they were able to return to school, some students 
had to juggle manufacturing projects with year-end exams. 
Many arrived at 6 a.m. and met with Kernion to complete 
their projects. 

“It was pretty neat to see how excited they were, that they 
would show up at that time of morning to get this done,” 
he said.

Despite the growth of its program, a major obstacle to 
Redmond High School Panther Tech’s success is student 
perception of manufacturing. According to Kernion, the 
word “manufacturing” may scare some students away. 

“They’re not educated about what manufacturing is 
nowadays” he said. “When I was a kid, you knew it was 
a dirty job. Now these companies have labs that are like 
medical facilities, but students don’t have that initial 
impression. I try to educate my students and tell them 
that a manufacturing job is not a dirty job anymore. These 
machines are enclosed.”

Kernion hopes that changing the names of classes will 
help to debunk misconceptions about manufacturing 
careers.  “I want to call them CAD/CAM classes,” he said. 
“I think changing the name is going to help. Manufacturing 
will still be in there, but it’ll be under computer-aided 
manufacturing, or CAM.” 

He also hopes educating and training school counselors 
and administrators will help direct students to his 
department. 

A Redmond High Panther Tech student used Mastercam CAD/CAM software to create a coffee table with built in cribbage board and a laser cut image. 
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The firearm industry has made major 
advancements from its earliest known ancestor, 
the fire lance—a bamboo tube containing 

gunpowder as well as pellets or pottery shards that could 
be ignited to eject a stream of flames with the projectiles. 
With centuries of advancements, modern firearms now 
make up an ever-growing industry with nearly 40 million 
firearms sold in the United States in 2020 according to 
USA Today. The progression of this industry can be traced 
back to the precision machining process. From surface 
finish to tool life to material used, machining firearm 
components relies heavily on efficiency and accuracy.

Previously, when machining firearms, some processes 
were manual or utilized numerous different tools; however, 
as tooling innovations have developed, the process of 
machining has evolved. Oftentimes, tools now are far 
superior to those used in previous firearm production 
methods. This provides the opportunity to combine 
operations into a single cutting tool, eliminating the need 
for additional tooling in the machine shop. In addition, 

new innovations in tooling provide manufacturers with 
a better output like improved surface finish or decreased 
cycle time. Nevertheless, there is still a need to work 
toward standardizing tooling in the firearm industry. 
While manufacturers often have their own take on radius, 
angle change, etc., standardization is becoming more 
common. For example, a standard reamer could be used 
for all one-inch diameter holes in an AR upper receiver; 
however, there could still be a delay in acquiring the tools 
if specific reamers are needed because of the needs of 
different specs.

Holemaking and hole finishing are part of the machining 
process for numerous firearm components. One example 
of this would be revolver cylinders, which in some cases 
require a three step process: pre drill, pre ream and finish 
ream. Form is critical throughout these applications 
because it must match the bullet casing. Other firearm 
components that need holemaking and hole finishing 
applications include AR upper receivers, gas blocks and 
bolt carriers, which house the firing pin and bolt itself.

In deciding what type of material to use in firearm 
components, manufacturers must consider a few 
characteristics: weight, strength and aesthetic. Take steel 
as an example. It is durable and versatile, making it easier 
to manipulate into the small parts needed within firearms, 
yet it is a heavier material. While this does present some 
challenges, it also provides better control and repeatable 
accuracy. Conversely, when using aluminum, strength and 
durability are compromised for the benefit of less weight; 
therefore, it is best to consider a type of aluminum alloy.

Ultimately, the materials used must be reliable because 
of the stress they are put under, the heavy usage and the 
strict requirements of the industry itself. While firearms 
are often heat treated, it is best to complete holemaking 
applications prior to this; after being heat treated, the 
material is typically too hard for drills because it is as 
if machinists are asking two like materials to get along. 
Instead, the drill should be harder than the material you 
are drilling; something that is challenging to achieve. 

Whether it is alloys, titaniums or another high-
grade exotic material, tool life is vital in the holemaking 
and finishing applications. One of the key needs of 
manufacturing firearms is sequential, repeatable 
processes; thus, tool life is needed to maintain optimal 
production cycles. Although tool life issues like dulling or 
breaking can sometimes be easily resolved by switching 
to a different geometry or coating, there are times where 
greater changes need to be implemented. Chatter, for 
example, can cause poor tool life, so manufacturers 
would need to evaluate their fixturing, work holding or 
machine maintenance in general. Performing machine 
maintenance or replacing tooling ultimately impacts 
production time, so it is best to utilize rigid machines and 
high-grade materials when possible.

Surface finish is one of the most important elements 
when machining firearm components such as bolt 
carriers, upper and lower receivers, and silencers. More 
specifically, surface finish is key for firearm chambers 
because of the need to accept the incoming cartridge, 
which determines the accuracy of the rifle and the load 
being fired on target. When drilling or reaming, surface 
finish is critical—the smoother the surface finish the 
less friction and less wear. Clearly, there needs to be a 
smooth and consistent finish free of burrs; otherwise, 
this becomes a fracture point. Ultimately, surface finish 
impacts the functionality of the machined firearm while 
negatively impacting the life of the barrel as well. 

At the same time, there needs to be consistent wear 
coming from the finishing tools and on the finished 
part itself so that there is no excessive friction or wear. 
Here, CNC operations provide the most accuracy and 
consistency while creating a process that can be easily 
replicated. Not only do manual processes produce an 
inconsistent surface finish, but they also are more costly 
to production and the well-being of the operator—both of 
which impact product quality. Therefore, CNC machining 
improves the performance and life of the firearms because 
of the ability to remove microscopic peaks and valleys in 
the material.  

Machining firearms clearly requires precision and 
efficiency. Whether drilling or reaming, it is necessary for 
machine shops and manufacturers to develop a process 
that is repeatable, sequential and effective in producing 
the high standards—like that of surface finish—needed in 
the firearm industry. 

Supplied by Allied Machine & Engineering

MACHINING 
FIREARM 
COMPONENTS
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material is typically too hard for drills because it is as 
if machinists are asking two like materials to get along. 
Instead, the drill should be harder than the material you 
are drilling; something that is challenging to achieve. 

Whether it is alloys, titaniums or another high-
grade exotic material, tool life is vital in the holemaking 
and finishing applications. One of the key needs of 
manufacturing firearms is sequential, repeatable 
processes; thus, tool life is needed to maintain optimal 
production cycles. Although tool life issues like dulling or 
breaking can sometimes be easily resolved by switching 
to a different geometry or coating, there are times where 
greater changes need to be implemented. Chatter, for 
example, can cause poor tool life, so manufacturers 
would need to evaluate their fixturing, work holding or 
machine maintenance in general. Performing machine 
maintenance or replacing tooling ultimately impacts 
production time, so it is best to utilize rigid machines and 
high-grade materials when possible.

Surface finish is one of the most important elements 
when machining firearm components such as bolt 
carriers, upper and lower receivers, and silencers. More 
specifically, surface finish is key for firearm chambers 
because of the need to accept the incoming cartridge, 
which determines the accuracy of the rifle and the load 
being fired on target. When drilling or reaming, surface 
finish is critical—the smoother the surface finish the 
less friction and less wear. Clearly, there needs to be a 
smooth and consistent finish free of burrs; otherwise, 
this becomes a fracture point. Ultimately, surface finish 
impacts the functionality of the machined firearm while 
negatively impacting the life of the barrel as well. 

At the same time, there needs to be consistent wear 
coming from the finishing tools and on the finished 
part itself so that there is no excessive friction or wear. 
Here, CNC operations provide the most accuracy and 
consistency while creating a process that can be easily 
replicated. Not only do manual processes produce an 
inconsistent surface finish, but they also are more costly 
to production and the well-being of the operator—both of 
which impact product quality. Therefore, CNC machining 
improves the performance and life of the firearms because 
of the ability to remove microscopic peaks and valleys in 
the material.  

Machining firearms clearly requires precision and 
efficiency. Whether drilling or reaming, it is necessary for 
machine shops and manufacturers to develop a process 
that is repeatable, sequential and effective in producing 
the high standards—like that of surface finish—needed in 
the firearm industry. 

Supplied by Allied Machine & Engineering
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SIMPLE THINGS MAKE
A BIG DIFFERENCE

A M E R I C A N
I N N O V A T I V E
P R O D U C T S

American Innovative Products Inc. is a family 
owned and family run job shop in Anaheim, Ca. 
Since opening in 2003 the Reimbold family has 

taken a different approach in tackling job shop work.
Mike Reimbold, president of American Innovative 

Products (AIP) is a 3rd generation manufacturer. His 
grandfather started a business called Anaheim Automation. 
Mike’s father Bob Reimbold worked there for 35 years and 
that is where Mike was introduced to manufacturing. They 
specialized in robotics and automation. Bob an engineer 
and his father William Reimbold then opened Functional 
Robotics, designing and manufacturing CNC turret presses 

and CNC press brakes for the precision sheet metal industry. 
“Early 2000’s was not a great time for machinery design and 
sales,” tells Mike Reimbold. “So, in 2003 my dad, mom, me 
and my brother-in-law Ricky Lindenburg started American 
Innovative Products. We didn’t have our own product line, no 
big contracts for productions runs, so we decided a job shop 
was the perfect way to grow a business. We started building 
custom robotics for one of Bob’s friends company’s and here 
we are almost 20 years later set to expand into a multi-state 
operation.” 

Over the years family members have come and gone, but 
the core of the operation has remained the same. Mike handles 

programming and company management, Bob engineers, 
Ricky is shop foreman, brother Tommy Reimbold is head 
of QC, sales and customer service, mom, Donna Reimbold 
is office manager. “We really are a family run business,” tells 
Mike. “My cousin Adam Helbert is our Lead lathe man and 
even my daughter has come in to debur parts during her 
summer breaks.” Family works well for AIP. Each member has 
different strengths but a common goal. “Like everyone else in 
the industry, finding skilled and reliable workers is a challenge,” 
chuckles Mike. “We run two shifts right now with 20 people 
and ¼ of us are related. So worst case we could field a shift 
by ourselves if we had to. But really, finding people that fit is 

difficult, so we look for people that want to work and train in 
house. We are also lucky that there is a great local resource 
just down the road, Fullerton Junior College.”

Mike learned to run CNC machines right out of high 
school while working for his dad and grandfather. “We were 
all manual machines at Anaheim Automation,” tells Mike. 
“Then one day they got a Bridgeport mill with a boss 9 control. 
It was entry level, but full 3 axis, and you had to change tools 
by hand. They sent three guys from the shop to learn how to 
use it. They came back and couldn’t make a damn thing on it. 
I was just a kid, 18 years old maybe. A salesman at Functional 
Robotics Dennis Yosanivich said ‘I’m sending you to training’. 

Mike Reimbold and Ricky Lindenburg spot checking a part 
that is running on their Doosan Mill.

Adam Herbert, Ricky Lindenburg, Donna Reimbold, Bob Reimbold, Tommy Reimbold and Mike Reimbold
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used machine we buy must reduce setups. For us 
the savings comes in automation on the actual 
machines and not in robotics loading parts. Sure, 
you can reduce human error that way, but as a job 
shop we really need people thinking all the time. 
We saw how many of our parts required a 4th axis 
mill op after coming off the lathe and started to look 
at options to deliver us a finished part. We have a 
Nomura NN20J2 with a bar feeder from Gosiger. It 
is in the same building as our bar fed Okuma Genos 
L300M. Between those two machines alone we get 
a ton of finished parts. They are not the standard 
CNC machine you typically find in a job shop, but 
their speed and accuracy are phenomenal. Loading 
bar and getting a finished part out the other side is a 
huge cost saver. Once we get Idaho up and running, 
I see a pallet horizontal in our future. Looking at 
the offerings from Okuma right now. Multiple jobs 
setup and lights out running seems like a great way 
to maintain pricing across the board.”

AIP is looking closely at 12-14,000 sq.ft. of 
expansion in Idaho as soon as this summer. With 
some of their largest customers based in Utah 
and Tennessee shipping from Idaho or California 
makes little difference. Their goal is to focus quick 
turnaround, light production, prototyping and local 
customer support from their Southern California 
location and utilize Idaho in a different capacity. “It’s 
costly to do business in California,” tells Mike. “We 
see having a second location out of state as a great 
way to cut costs without just moving the entire 
company. Hard costs are cheaper there, labor is less, 
buildings are less. So, it will help us maintain pricing. 
No one likes to raise the price of a part. We have part 
numbers that date back almost 20 years and they 
have never had a price increase. I was just in Idaho 
scouting locations and the local talent pool. I met 
with students at the local Junior College CWI they 
have a great machine shop program and spoke to 
them about what it is like to be in manufacturing. 
We see moving a couple machines and buying new 
ones as a great way to open Idaho operations for 
production runs, blanket orders, set deliveries, and 
inventory.”

AIP have customers that have been with them 
since the beginning. They really shine with it comes 
to customer service. “Most job shops won’t inventory 
parts, won’t take blanket orders, spreading out 
delivery over a few months,” concludes Mike. “Many 
shops don’t even answer the phone or email. We 
have great communication and customer relations. 
Simple things like that make a big difference. We 
value our customers and they in return value us.”

The IM Series Instant Measurement System is an automated optical comparator that can 
perform up to 99 dimensional measurements in 3 seconds or less at the push of a button. 

Three days of training in LA and I was back cutting 
chips. It just came naturally for me. I always just 
liked making stuff.”  Mike continued his education 
at Fullerton Junior College, taking classes as part of 
their general machine shop program. “I was already 
a pretty solid machinist at the time,” continues Mike. 
“But back in the day learning AutoCad and Cad/Cam 
was a big deal and a great way to elevate my game. 
They have a fantastic program over there headed 
up by Dan O’Brien. I’ve sent a few of our guys there 
including our shop foreman Ricky, my brother-in-
law. He too took advantage of being close by and took 
a bunch of classes. Being in the industry already we 
typically have a different knowledge base than most 
of the other students, but there are fundamentals 
that we might never have learned on the job. They 
are a great local resource for sure and I encourage all 
the local shops to check them out. Dan’s dad has a 
shop right behind us, so they too are a family with 
manufacturing in their veins.”

AIP have a shop filled with an assortment of CNC 
milling, turning and Swiss turning centers. Trusted 
brands like Haas, Doosan, Brother, Hardinge, Okuma 
and Nomura are spread between 5 units. “We have 
20 CNC machines and some manual stuff,” describes 
AIP’s shop manager Ricky Lindenburg. “As a job 
shop, we need a variety of capabilities to best service 
the customers. Good thing about being a job shop is 
there is never a dull day. Bad thing about being a job 
shop is there is never a dull day. We are constantly 
being challenged and love it.” Setting AIP apart from 
the perceived job shop is their certifications. AIP 
is an AS9100 and ISO9001 accredited operation. 
“Quality has always been important,” adds QC 
manager Tommy Reimbold. “Ten years ago, we got 
our ISO certification, and it opened the doors to new 
business opportunities. We earned more advanced 
jobs and with that came customers that valued the 
higher level of precision. We wound up getting 
AS9100 certification soon after. It is a costly process, 
but one that we and our customers value. Even our 
customers that don’t require certs benefit from the 
processes. Our tolerances, our protocols, our QC lab 
are all above that of most other job shops.”

AIP have a wide variety of machines to do a 
wide variety of jobs. AIP have palletized machining 
centers, 4 axis milling, Swiss turning, standard 
turning, and mill turn. “Automation is one of the ways 
we are trying to keep prices down and our efficiency 
high,” details Mike. “From intake to delivery we are 
seeing opportunities to improve. Something as 
simple sounding as material cutting on automated 
saws makes a difference. Any new machine or even 

As an AS9100 and ISO certified job shop AIP work in a variety of metals. Parts range in 
size and quantity but they do a ton of parts in titanium, stainless, brass and aluminum. 

Nomura NN20J2 is a great example of how AIP rethought manufacturing a part that 
required an extra 4 axis op after coming off the lathe. Now it is one op and done.

AIP have a Brother R650X1 mill with their turn table high-speed
2-face pallet changer. It is a fast and versatile machine. 

Mike Reimbold handles most of the programming for the 20 CNC mills and lathes.

One of the ways AIP is reducing their costs is by automation. For them automation means 
reducing setups and takes place on advanced machining centers like the Genos L300M.
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Call your local ZEISS Distributor for More information.

ZEISS DuraMax 
-20” x 20” x 20” Meas Envelope   
-Full Scanning
-Designed for your 
  Shop Floor or your QA Lab
-PC and CALYPSO Software 
  included 
-Installation.
-Calibration
-Training

All this for under $60,000!!!

 ZEISS DuraMax Scanning 
  CMM Starting at $60,000

Northern California & NV
Precision Tool
Frank Black
408-774-1274
fblack@pretool.com

Oregon, Washington
Western Metrology
Tom Zitzelberger
503-559-5255
tom.zitzelberger@westernmet.com

ID, MT, WY
King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
george@kingmach.com

AZ, UT, CO, NM
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com

Southern Californa
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com
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We carry CNC Control:
Fagor, Fanuc, and Acu-RiteNJ Office: William or Chris 732-752-9100, acer_klim@yahoo.com

CA Office: Susan or David 714-871-5558, info@aceronline.net

- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”
- Auto Tool Change

ATC-1454
- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”

ATM-1454+
- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”

ATM-1454

- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 10” x 54”
- Auto Tool Change

ATC-1054
- Spindle 7.5HP
-Table Size 10” x 54”

ATM-1054+
- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 10” x 54”

ATM-1054

- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 10” x 50” or 54”
- (6VK model available 12” x 59”)

E-mill 5VK
- Spindle 3HP
- Table Size 10” x 50”
or 54”

E-mill 3VKH
- Spindle 3HP
- Table Size 10” x 50”

E-mill 3VK
- Spindle 3HP
-Table Size 9” x 49”

E-mill 3VS II

Manufacturer of vertical turret and bed-type mills

Milling Machines
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Nick Katrov got his start in machining nearly 
30 years ago by sweeping floors and cutting 
off materials in a Massachusetts shop after 

immigrating to the USA from Bulgaria at 19 years old. 
Eager to learn more about machine tools and the industry, 
he wasted no time demonstrating his willingness to 
apply what he felt was an innate ability to machine parts. 
Indeed, his chance came one day when the shop was flat 
out with work and shorthanded on machinists that were 
tied up on other projects. While waiting around near 
an idle machine, he took the bold initiative of writing a 
program to machine a part that was urgently needed by 
a customer. When the foreman returned to the shop he 
was as delighted as he was stunned to learn that the young 
Katrov had successfully written the program for the part 
all on his own, untutored. This experience would come to 
serve Mr. Katrov well throughout his impressive career, 
and especially so today, where at NDK Paragon he is the 

chief technical officer and sole machinist at a two-person 
shop in Oceanside, CA that manufactures complex 
5-Axis parts for aerospace, semiconductor and medical 
industries. 

GOOD THINGS IN A SMALL PACKAGE
It wasn’t only a desire to be a one-man operation in a 

machine shop that drove Mr. Katrov to start his own show. 
In addition to acquiring the machinist experience early on 
in his career, he also grew into management roles at well 
known machine tool manufacturers and distributors over 
the years where he interfaced with major industry players 
such as General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce 
and Bombardier, to mention a few. “It was a great run but 
I had enough of the corporate world, and I didn’t want the 
easy way out, so I decided to get back to my passion of 
cutting metal again,” said Mr. Katrov. So, he and his wife 
Tina Torabi, who is CEO and co-owner of NDK, moved to 

CAM-DO APPROACH FUELS 
SMALL SHOP’S 5-AXIS SUCCESS

NDK Paragon Chief Technical Officer Nick Katrov programming with hyperMILL® and running machine simulation.
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Nick Katrov operating a CNC machine in his well-organized facility.
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Nick Katrov operating a CNC machine in his well-organized facility.
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San Diego in 2017 to set up the shop. 
In NDK Paragon’s clean, well organized 3,800 square 

foot shop, which opened in 2018, the latest technology 
is utilized for all operations. There are three CNC 
machining centers. Two of these are Mikron 5-Axis 
models, one of them a 7-pallet system ideal for lights 
out manufacturing, and a third machine is a Doosan 
3-Axis system. In addition to the CNC’s, NDK has a 
Hexagon CMM with full scanning capability. And with 
engineering and manufacturing under one roof, NDK 
also develops and machines prototypes, whether in one-
off or in small batch production quantities. Being a job 
shop manufacturing primarily in high mix, low volume 
orders, precision, accuracy and reliability are paramount. 
“All of our applications require very fine surface finishes 
of better than 8 Ra, in addition to high dimensional and 
true position tolerances with tenths level accuracies” 
noted Mr. Katrov. 

HYPER-MILLED STRATEGIES
 Working on complex parts in this high precision 

world requires a robust, reliable CAM platform to drive 
key high performance 5-axis machining strategies, and 
Katrov has found this in hyperMILL®, a complete CAM 
software system developed by OPEN MIND Technologies 
with one postprocessor for maximum process reliability, 
minimized machining times and cost efficiency. “With 
our applications requiring full 5-axis strategies, we 
have successfully utilized most of the 5-axis modules in 

hyperMILL® such as contouring, tangent milling with 
barrel cutters, swarf milling and helical drilling” explained 
Mr. Katrov. “hyperMILL® makes the programming 
process seamless and easy no matter how complex the 
components are. The accurate part simulation extensively 
saves set up times and reduces scrap.” And reliability is no 
small matter in a one-machinist operation. “hyperMILL® 
is so reliable that I never need to worry about the software 
not working, so I can focus on the profusion of daily needs 
in the shop.” added Mr. Katrov. 

For example, utilizing the hyperMILL® tangent milling 
with barrel cutter strategies from the hyperMILL® MAXX 
Machining performance package have been more than 
an enabler for the shop. “Having these advanced 5-axis 
tool path capabilities has allowed us to manufacture very 
complex components with standard tooling which has in 
turn generated big cycle time reductions of up to 70%.” 
said Mr. Katrov. “And there are times when this tangent 
milling with barrel cutters feature provides the only way to 
effectively machine the required shape of the customer’s 
parts.”

In addition to tangent plane machining, Mr. Katrov 
also relies on other hyperMILL® time and tooling cost 
savings such as 5-axis helical drilling that allows him to 
use regular end mills to helically drill large holes at high 
feed rates. A high precision surface module that enables 
NDK to mill fine surface finishes, and the advanced part 
probing cycles for the Heidenhain Control are also very 
helpful for Mr. Katrov’s operation, including the post 

processing capability. “ OPEN MIND postprocessing 
is clean and accurate. We have never needed to make 
manual edits to make the programs run properly.” 

The hyperMILL® CAM software suite enables a 
wide range of powerful 5-axis strategies for machining 
challenging geometries, free-form surfaces and deep 
cavities at maximum efficiency levels. Depending on the 
geometry and machine kinematics, a user can choose 
between 5-axis machining with a fixed tool angle, 
automatic indexing or true simultaneous machining. All 
toolpaths are generated fully automatically with collision 
checking and avoidance.

The performance package of hyperMILL® MAXX 
Machining offers three powerful modules for drilling, 
roughing, and finishing that make it possible to achieve 
the highest rates of machining productivity. 5-axis 
helical drilling opens large areas prior to roughing, using 
a standard cutter, and uses a 5-axis helical tool path to 
efficiently remove material and evacuate chips. For fast, 
reliable machining the roughing module includes cycles 
for milling spiral and trochoidal tool paths, as well as 
options that identify large inscribed rectangles or circles 
within components to optimally machine them with 
simple tool paths, completing the pocket by identifying 
the regions with remaining material. Dynamic feed 
rate adjustment according to actual cutting conditions 
constantly ensures milling at the highest possible rates. 
This results in optimal milling paths with maximum 
material removal. High-performance roughing of both 

prismatic and curved component faces with 5-axis 
techniques is supported.

Innovative algorithms in hyperMILL® CAM software 
ensure that a constant chip volume is continually removed. 
This delivers high utilization rates without exposing the 
tool to undue stresses, resulting in roughing speeds of up 
to 70 percent higher than conventional milling.

With hyperMILL® innovative 5-axis Tangent Plane 
Machining, OPEN MIND developed a unique ability 
for plane machining enabling cycle time reductions of 
up to 90 percent when used with conical barrel cutters. 
In addition, stepover widths of six to eight mm or more 
are possible with the large radii of conical barrel cutters, 
resulting in exceptionally smooth surface finishes and 
longer tool life.

GROWING WHILE KNOWING
 Despite the challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

NDK Paragon is rolling along and growing. Since the 
shop was set up in 2018, both sales and square feet 
have doubled. When asked if he would consider hiring 
new employees, Katrov said he is seriously looking into 
building an effective team, but he also glowed about the 
satisfaction of running a shop solo. “You’re in control of 
everything in the business and the product you make” said 
Katrov. “You need to make decisions fast and be willing to 
work 16-hour days, but nobody forced me to do it. I am 
proud of manufacturing beautiful parts and stand behind 
our quality”.

5-axis cavity milling 5-axis cavity millingThe hyperMILL® CAM software suite from OPEN MIND Technologies enables a 
wide range of 5-axis machining strategies.

5-axis roughing of a chamber
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San Diego in 2017 to set up the shop. 
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Katrov has found this in hyperMILL®, a complete CAM 
software system developed by OPEN MIND Technologies 
with one postprocessor for maximum process reliability, 
minimized machining times and cost efficiency. “With 
our applications requiring full 5-axis strategies, we 
have successfully utilized most of the 5-axis modules in 

hyperMILL® such as contouring, tangent milling with 
barrel cutters, swarf milling and helical drilling” explained 
Mr. Katrov. “hyperMILL® makes the programming 
process seamless and easy no matter how complex the 
components are. The accurate part simulation extensively 
saves set up times and reduces scrap.” And reliability is no 
small matter in a one-machinist operation. “hyperMILL® 
is so reliable that I never need to worry about the software 
not working, so I can focus on the profusion of daily needs 
in the shop.” added Mr. Katrov. 

For example, utilizing the hyperMILL® tangent milling 
with barrel cutter strategies from the hyperMILL® MAXX 
Machining performance package have been more than 
an enabler for the shop. “Having these advanced 5-axis 
tool path capabilities has allowed us to manufacture very 
complex components with standard tooling which has in 
turn generated big cycle time reductions of up to 70%.” 
said Mr. Katrov. “And there are times when this tangent 
milling with barrel cutters feature provides the only way to 
effectively machine the required shape of the customer’s 
parts.”

In addition to tangent plane machining, Mr. Katrov 
also relies on other hyperMILL® time and tooling cost 
savings such as 5-axis helical drilling that allows him to 
use regular end mills to helically drill large holes at high 
feed rates. A high precision surface module that enables 
NDK to mill fine surface finishes, and the advanced part 
probing cycles for the Heidenhain Control are also very 
helpful for Mr. Katrov’s operation, including the post 

processing capability. “ OPEN MIND postprocessing 
is clean and accurate. We have never needed to make 
manual edits to make the programs run properly.” 

The hyperMILL® CAM software suite enables a 
wide range of powerful 5-axis strategies for machining 
challenging geometries, free-form surfaces and deep 
cavities at maximum efficiency levels. Depending on the 
geometry and machine kinematics, a user can choose 
between 5-axis machining with a fixed tool angle, 
automatic indexing or true simultaneous machining. All 
toolpaths are generated fully automatically with collision 
checking and avoidance.

The performance package of hyperMILL® MAXX 
Machining offers three powerful modules for drilling, 
roughing, and finishing that make it possible to achieve 
the highest rates of machining productivity. 5-axis 
helical drilling opens large areas prior to roughing, using 
a standard cutter, and uses a 5-axis helical tool path to 
efficiently remove material and evacuate chips. For fast, 
reliable machining the roughing module includes cycles 
for milling spiral and trochoidal tool paths, as well as 
options that identify large inscribed rectangles or circles 
within components to optimally machine them with 
simple tool paths, completing the pocket by identifying 
the regions with remaining material. Dynamic feed 
rate adjustment according to actual cutting conditions 
constantly ensures milling at the highest possible rates. 
This results in optimal milling paths with maximum 
material removal. High-performance roughing of both 

prismatic and curved component faces with 5-axis 
techniques is supported.

Innovative algorithms in hyperMILL® CAM software 
ensure that a constant chip volume is continually removed. 
This delivers high utilization rates without exposing the 
tool to undue stresses, resulting in roughing speeds of up 
to 70 percent higher than conventional milling.

With hyperMILL® innovative 5-axis Tangent Plane 
Machining, OPEN MIND developed a unique ability 
for plane machining enabling cycle time reductions of 
up to 90 percent when used with conical barrel cutters. 
In addition, stepover widths of six to eight mm or more 
are possible with the large radii of conical barrel cutters, 
resulting in exceptionally smooth surface finishes and 
longer tool life.

GROWING WHILE KNOWING
 Despite the challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

NDK Paragon is rolling along and growing. Since the 
shop was set up in 2018, both sales and square feet 
have doubled. When asked if he would consider hiring 
new employees, Katrov said he is seriously looking into 
building an effective team, but he also glowed about the 
satisfaction of running a shop solo. “You’re in control of 
everything in the business and the product you make” said 
Katrov. “You need to make decisions fast and be willing to 
work 16-hour days, but nobody forced me to do it. I am 
proud of manufacturing beautiful parts and stand behind 
our quality”.

5-axis cavity milling 5-axis cavity millingThe hyperMILL® CAM software suite from OPEN MIND Technologies enables a 
wide range of 5-axis machining strategies.
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Introducing HEIDENHAIN 
Education Support Pro-
gram (HESP)
For Manufacturing

 To assist in training the next 
generation of manufacturing profes-
sionals, HEIDENHAIN is offering 
a collection of educational services 
and products to meet the demands for 
today’s digitization of data in NC met-
alworking.  This worldwide initiative 

called the HEIDENHAIN Education 
Support Program (HESP) promises to 
bring the latest advancements on the 
shop floor to current classrooms of 
vocational training centers, universi-
ties, and corporate trainee programs.

 Digital services and their remark-
able speed are now commonplace and 
only growing.  With HESP, HEIDEN-
HAIN is making its own important 
contribution to training the next gen-
eration of metalworkers by providing 
highly cost-effective, state-of-the-art 
resources to educators that can include 
computer programming stations, soft-
ware and learning materials for fast 
and highly accurate milling and turn-
ing needs. HESP also includes offers 
to train the trainers at significantly 
reduced prices.

 HEIDENHAIN’s programming 
stations are based on the same software 
foundation as its CNC controls, thus 
making them ideal vocational training 
tools to give students the confidence 
they need to program in the manufac-
turing world.  HESP’s learning mate-
rials include practical course supplies 
for explaining complex topics, as well 
support posters for the classroom.

 Those that are familiar with 
HEIDENHAIN will especially ap-
preciate the special opportunity for 
educators to obtain HEIDENHAIN’s 
Connecting Machining package of 
functions and its StateMonitor MDA 
software, as well as the option of its 
online HIT (HEIDENHAIN Interactive 
Training) program.   

Industry News 
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Industry News 
David Hudson New Matsu-
ura Machinery President

 Matsuura Machinery USA an-
nounced that David Hudson has been 
promoted to president, in accordance 
with the company’s management suc-
cession plan.

Hudson most recently served as 
Matsuura’s vice president of sales 
and marketing. Prior to 2017, he was 
Matsuura Machinery USA Inc.’s West-
ern regional sales manager, a role he 
maintained since 2013.

“We look forward to David’s on-
going contributions in supporting our 
customers’ success, maintaining our 
market leadership and driving growth 
across our business,” said Katsutoshi 
Matsuura, president of Matsuura Ma-
chinery Corporation.

Hudson previously served as senior 
sales consultant for Selway Machine 
Tool, Inc. and as president of Mil-
O-Matic Inc., a Southern California 
aerospace machine shop that his father, 
Milo Hudson, founded in 1972. Hud-
son replaces Craig St. John, who an-
nounced his retirement from Matsuura 
Machinery USA in December 2021.

Prototek Acquires Sac 
EDM & Waterjet

 Prototek Holdings LLC (“Pro-
totek”),  announced it completed the 
acquisition of Sacramento EDM, 
Inc., (Sac EDM) with two facilities in 
Rancho Cordova, California totaling 
26,000-square feet of manufacturing 
space offering a full array of CNC 
machine capabilities: 5-axis milling, 
turning, waterjet, and both wire and 
sinker EDM.

“The addition of Sac EDM and our 
acquisition of Midwest Prototyping 
in July propels us to achieving our 
goal to creating a one-stop digital 
manufacturing solution with superior 
levels of quality and service,” said 

John Pless, Partner at TruArc Partners 
and a Director of Prototek. “This is 
the beginning of creating a platform 

able to meet customer demands in an 
Industrial 4.0 world.”  The company 
will continue to operate in all current 

www.cgtech.com • 949-753-1050

TAKE YOUR MACHINING
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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Industry News 
Prototek and Sac EDM locations, with 
more than 300 employees and more 
than 225,000 square feet of manufac-
turing workspace.

“Dan and his team at Sac EDM bring 
valuable technology and capabilities to 

our growing Digital Manufacturing 
platform. Their proven success in this 
field adds a new strategic dimension 
to our growth,” said William Gress, 
CEO of Prototek. “Sac EDM’s ability 
to produce highly specialized and com-

plex parts quickly further strengthens 
our ability to meet market demand in 
a shortening innovation cycle.”

William Gress will continue in his 
role as CEO of Prototek. Dan Folk, 
president, and CEO of Sac EDM & 
Waterjet, Inc., will serve as vce presi-
dent of wire EDM and waterjet cutting.  

ARCH® Cutting Tools 
Promotes Dave Valtierra 
to West Coast Regional 
Manager

 ARCH® Cutting Tools announces 
the promotion of Dave Valtierra to 
West Coast regional manager, further 
reinforcing its national sales organiza-
tion to focus industry specialists on 
driving growth and more efficiently 
meeting customer needs from a prod-
uct-driven perspective. Valtierra first 
joined the organization in November 
2020.

In announcing this organizational 
change, Dino Fracassi, ARCH Cutting 
Tools senior national sales director 
said, “Dave has a wealth of cutting 
tool experience and strong business 
acumen. He is tasked with further 
developing our strategy and value 
proposition for the West Coast. As we 
expand our West Coast business, it’s 
important to have a strong leader like 
Dave in that territory.” 

Valtierra brings 13 years of industry 
experience to his new role. That ex-
perience includes working as a CNC 
machinist, programmer, technical sales 
representative, and a field engineer.

Speaking about his new assignment, 
Valtierra said, “Our West Coast cus-
tomers deserve a cutting tools solution 
provider that understands their busi-
ness and understands the business of 
their customers. ARCH Cutting Tools 
is focusing its attention on the West 
Coast for that reason. Along with our 
substantial standard offering, we offer a 
unique approach to custom tooling that 
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Nathan Turner Appointed 
President of Fastems LLC

  Fastems has named Nathan Turner 
president of its US operations at Fas-
tems LLC. Mr. Turner brings more than 
30 years of 
automation 
experience 
to this role. 
H e  w i l l 
o v e r s e e 
F a s t e m s ’ 
sales,  en-
gineering, 
and support 
t e a m s  i n 
this region.

M r . 
Turner comes to Fastems from Rock-

Industry News 
gives our customers an advantage in to-
day’s competitive market. We provide 
that necessary expertise to enhance 
the productivity and strength of every 
organization we support.”

Scytec Consulting Inc. 
Announces Partnership 
With Absolute Machine 
Tools

  Scytec recently announced a part-
nership with Absolute Machine Tools. 
This partnership will see Scytec’s data 
collection software, DataXchange 
being provided with CNC machines 
being sold by Absolute Machine 
Tools.  Partnering with Absolute Ma-
chine Tools is another leap forward 

in Scytec’s mission to modernize the 
manufacturing industry by utilizing 
and leveraging data collection and it 
is paramount to the next big step in 
digital transformation.  

By partnering with Scytec, Ab-
solute Machine Tools will be adding 
an emerging value and a necessary 
competitive feature to their capital 
equipment by incorporating the DataX-
change communications system that 
will make each piece of equipment 
incrementally more competitive in the 
manufacturing landscape.  Absolute 
Machine Tool’s customer base and 
end-users will greatly benefit from this 
partnership by utilizing DataXchange 
and unlocking hidden value inside each 
machine on their shop floor.  

The factory of the future, today
Smart. Connected. Data-driven. 4.0—whatever 
mission you choose, Renishaw is your source 
for achieving the highest level of precision and 
productivity in your manufacturing environment. 
From industrial metrology hardware to smartphone 

apps and interfaces, our automated and intelligent 
process control technologies collect data and respond 
in real time to keep your factory at its peak. The day 
to optimize your process, reduce costs, and increase 
throughput, is today!

Your partner
for innovative
manufacturing

www.renishaw.com
usa@renishaw.comRenishaw Inc., West Dundee, IL 60118
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Industry News 
well Automation where he held several 
leadership roles including director of 
business development; director of in-
tegrated architecture – EMEA, which 
involved a three-year assignment 
in Belgium overseeing Europe, the 
Middle East, and Africa; and Direc-
tor of Product Development. Prior 
to Rockwell Automation, Mr. Turner 
was with Beijer Electronics as Direc-
tor of Sales, Marketing, and Product 
Management of the Americas. Other 
engineering and management posi-
tions cited on his impressive resume 
include those with Miller Electric, 
Automation, Inc., Mitsubishi Electric, 
and Yasakawa America. 

“We at Fastems are delighted that 
Nathan has joined our company,” said 

Mikko Nyman, CEO. “He brings a 
robust portfolio of technical knowl-
edge, results management, global 
sales, smart integration strategy, and 
international business.”

In addition to earning a BSME 
degree in Mechanical Engineering at 
Northwestern University, Mr. Turner 
has continued to develop and enhance 
his knowledge with focused courses 
in product management, distribution, 
sales, marketing, and finance. He of-
ten speaks to international audiences 
on engineering and advanced factory 
topics. 

Jergens Inc. Appoints 
Scott Halfhill to Interna-
tional Product and Busi-
ness Manager

 Jergens announced Scott Halfhill to 
succeed Mark Kubik as its Internation-
al product and business manager. The 
announce-
ment comes 
a f t e r  M r. 
Kubik an-
nounced his 
retirement 
e f f e c t i v e 
Apr i l  8 th 
of this year. 
Mr. Halfhill 
joins Jergens with more than 20 years 
of leadership and business develop-
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Industry News 
ment experience in manufacturing 
including extensive work within the 
automotive industry.

Scott will provide direction for in-
ternational sales growth strategies, as 
well as support for sales and training 
at all Jergens wholly owned facilities 
around the world. In addition, he will 
continue development of Jergens dis-
tributor network.

Mr. Halfhill is a former mechanic, 
crew chief, flight engineer, and unit 
trainer for the 101st Airborne Division 
of the United States Army, a well-
known and elite light infantry division 
with a storied history of excellence 
for achieving peace and liberation. 
Scott holds many certifications and 
has a Bachelor of Science in Organi-

zational Psychology from High Point 
University.  

 
Methods Machine Tools 
Partners with Lathe Manu-
facturer Weiler
 Methods Machine Tools, Inc. has 
begun representing select Weiler 
products in North America. Weiler, 
a German manufacturer of preci-
sion flat-bed lathes, specializes in 
high-mix, low-volume jobs and long 
workpieces. Methods represents the 
company’s V-Series and E-Series 
lathes.

Weiler lathes enable everyone from 
entry-level operators to seasoned ma-

chinists to create and alter complex 
cutting programs on the fly through 
conversational programming, effort-
less controls and ability to run as either 
manual or CNC machines.

 Weiler machines utilize cycle-
control technology, allowing users to 
create specific machining processes 
that can be stored and arranged in any 
order, making them ideal for high-mix/
low-volume jobs. The combination of 
intuitive software and versatile con-
trols enables quick part-to-part change-
overs and minimizes set-up time.

Critical components, such as the 
machine bed, slide and headstock, are 
made out of cast iron to increase vibra-
tion dampening capabilities and ensure 
lifelong accuracy. Users can remove 
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longer cutter life.  
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Industry News 
large amounts of hard-to-cut materials 
without sacrificing speed or accuracy 
due to the machine’s anti-friction bear-
ings and torsion-resistant bed.

   The E-series has up to 87 HP 
and can handle a range of maximum 
workpiece diameters, ranging from 
13.0” to 78.7”. The machines have 
spindle bores up to 17.7” in diameter.

 The V-Series comprise two 
4-bed way precision lathes with vast 
work envelopes designed for long 
workpieces. The machines enable 
operators to turn through the steady 
rests, which reduces manual interven-
tion. Weiler designed the V-Series 
to be more efficient and provide the 
optimal machining process. The V90 
can handle a maximum workpiece 
diameter of 37.0”, while the

Clamping Solutions 
Toggle Clamps in a variety of styles for use in a wide range of indus-
tries from Aerospace to Automotive, Medical Device Manufacturers & 
Welding Fixture Builders. 

The Right Clamp for the Right Value 
• Quality materials… laser cut for extreme accuracy 
• Repeatable clamping performance and forces 
• Stainless Steel is available for all clamp styles 
• Outstanding Value, competitive pricing & Local stock 
• Custom designs can be delivered within 3 weeks! Vertical Style Vertical Style 

Pull Action Style Horizontal Style 

Pull Action Style 
Pneumatic 

Welding Fixtures 

Engineering@InnovativeToolSales.com 
714-780-0730 and 714-532-1628  

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

Exclusive National Distributor for: 

Scan Code for more details. 

V110 can machine workpieces up 
to 45.7”. Both series of machines can 
handle workpieces up to 590 .

Methods appointed John LeFlore 
as the product manager for Weiler 
machines.

LeFlore has more than 30 years 
of machining experience, including 
the last

17 years representing Weiler prod-
ucts in Texas and Louisiana as an ap-
plication engineer and sales representa-
tive at Koch Machine Tool.

Star Metal Fluids LLC 
Celebrates 30 Years

From the beginning, Star Metal 
Fluids LLC has been dedicated to pro-
viding the metalworking industry with 

the latest in MWF technology to meet 
the demanding challenges and constant 
changes of today’s high-tech opera-
tions. They are proud to be celebrating 
their 30-year anniversary. 

In that time, they have become the 
largest distributor of metalworking flu-
ids and lubricants in the Southwestern 
United States, supplying products to 
over 5000 customers. Russ Kurzawski 
who founded Star Metal Fluids in 1992 
has said, “We know applications...
and we will find the best possible 
metalworking fluid to not just “meet 
your needs” but improve part finishes, 
tolerance and part size. We are not a 
“Me Too” company... but specialize... 
so we offer you the technical expertise 
and performance products that you will 
find nowhere else.”
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New Products
CAD/CAM Software Offers 
Enhanced Functionality
—Open Mind Technolo-
gies

Open Mind Technologies’ hyper-
Mill 2022.1 CAD/CAM software suite 
is said to offer enhanced features for 
more powerful NC programming in 
applications ranging from 2.5D to 
5-axis. The software is designed to 
give users increased convenience and 
faster programming tools for toolpath 
optimization, tool management, virtual 
machining, additive manufacturing, 
EDM, mill-turn and more.

Highlights in hyperMill 2022.1 
include a break-edge function for con-

tour milling, combined pocket milling 
together with a finish path enabling 
cutter compensation and increased 
efficiency for 3D plane machining. 
The automated 3D plane machining 
strategy is said to improve machining 
quality by searching for suitable path 
layouts according to parameters such 
as when adaptive pockets are present.

For improved tool data reliability 
and time savings, tool data (such as 
length, radius, corner radius, and tool 
number and name) can be transferred 
directly from hyperMill to a Heiden-
hain TNC640 control using the con-
nected machining module. It is also 
possible to import calibrated tools 
from a tool management system into 

the software to create programs and 
then transfer the tool list or individual 
tool data to the machine.

New extensions to the hyperMill 
mill-turn capability include more 
streamlined programming and simu-
lation processing and management 
for machines with main- and counter-
spindle configurations.

Micro Drills for Precision 
Machining
—Sandvik Coromant
 Sandvik Coromant has added two 
microdrill families designed for 
precision machining. The CoroDrill 

http://veri.surf/cnc • 866-340-5551

Supports:
 • CAD or Drawings
 • MBD & GD&T
 • Process Control
 • AS9102 & PPAP Reports
 • In Process & Final Inspection 

Powered by Verisurf Software for flexible inspection 
and reverse engineering. See the difference in your 
quality lab or on your shop floor.

Start saving time and money right now!

Educators–
ask us about our 
Education Program.
*Limited time offer

First Article Inspection in Minutes!

Buy Now and SAVE $5,000* With  
Our Complete Shop Floor Inspection Solution
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15700 South Waterloo Road, Cleveland, OH 44110
877-426-2504       216-481-6193       workholding@jergensinc.com
jergensinc.com/workholding      

WHAT IS YOUR  
NEXT CHALLENGE?

CUSTOM DESIGN & BUILD

CUSTOM FIXTURE FOR 
HORIZONTAL MACHINING 
FEATURING JERGENS BALL 
LOCK® AND ZPS

CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

Our team manages the entire process – 
design, engineer, manufacture and test.  
Whether you have a new machine, a new 
project or need to improve changeover  
– it’s time to invest in Workholding:

 Reduce change-over and setup time

 Ensure quality and tight tolerance

 Increase part (machining) access

 Shorten cycle time

 Achieve fastest return on investment

New Products
462 with -XM geometry and the 
CoroDrill

862 with -GM geometry support 
industries requiring small part manu-
facturing.

 “Drilling specialists gener-
ally use the term micro drilling when 
describing holes smaller than 3 mm 
in diameter,” said a company spokes-
person. “This can refer to holes often 
encountered in the electronics indus-
try, where workpieces are just a few 
hundredths of a millimeter thick, but 
more common applications include 
the aerospace industry, mold and die 
making and medical equipment manu-
facturing.”

CoroDrill 462 and 862 drills have 
been specially adapted to overcome 
the challenges of micro drilling. For 
instance, much like macroscale ap-
plications, it is critical to have quality 
coolant to effectively evacuate chips 
when performing deep-hole drilling 
with micro tools. The CoroDrill 462 
and 862 can drill hole depths of up to 
9xD when using external coolant, and a 
through-coolant option is available for 
drilling diameters of 1 mm and above 
and hole depths of up to 16xD.  

CoroDrill 462 offers high perfor-
mance holemaking up to 3 mm. Suited 
for drilling blind and through holes, the 
drill is capable of machining a variety 
of ISO materials, including ISO P, M, 
K, N, S, O and H. It provides a drill 
depth of 6xD.

CoroDrill 862 is designed for 
making holes from 1 mm to 3 mm in 
diameter in all materials, when used 
with internal coolant. In addition to 
conventional drilling, the CoroDrill 
862 supports a variety of other drilling 
activities, including cross holes, stack 
drilling and drilling of convex and 
concave surfaces.

CoroDrill 462 and 862 are available 
as both off-the-shelf and customiz-
able solid carbide tools. As part of the 
range, Sandvik Coromant has made it 

possible to configure the tools based 
on diameters, usable length, step-di-
ameter length and shank diameter, for 

manufacturers who require a bespoke 
approach to micro drilling.
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Z-Mag CNC Portable Drill 
and Tap Machine Intro-
duced
—Zagar

 Zagar Inc. introduces its Z-Mag 
DTM™ portable CNC drill and tap 
machine for remote holemaking 

operations. The innovation is geared 
toward industries such as ship build-
ing, bridge construction, railroad and 
several others where metal removal has 
to be done on location due to structures 
that are permanently installed or too 
large to move. Any needed machining 
- like modifications, retrofitting or for 
final assembly needs - must be done 
remotely.

Zagar engineered a unique solution 
that uses an electromagnetic base with 
5,000 lbs. of hold-down force, allow-
ing users to bring precision machining 
to the job site. Z-Mag DTM can be 
used on any type of ferrous steel for 
drilling, tapping, reaming and even 
combination tooling with program-
mable feeds, speeds, dwells, and peck 

cycles. 
The unit accommodates different 

height applications with an available 13 
inches of stroke, 1,300 lbf. of thrust and 
spindle speeds of up to 3,000. Using an 
HSK style spindle adapter, operators 
can use a variety of HSK tool holders. 
The sturdy cast iron frame, linear rail 
system, and precision ball-screw feed 
system provide a solid foundation for 
any application, from light roughing to 
finishing. With the use of the handheld 
HMI (Human Machine Interface), the 
operator can control the unit with touch 
screen controls and has the capability 
to program and run all operations. The 
unit has a servo feed motor.   

 

• Nikon’s world-renowned zoom optical system 

features low distortion, wide FOV, with precise 

edge detection and pattern recognition.

• Easy and accurate measurements optimized for 

2D and 3D parts

• Multi-sensor capable with standard vision and 

vision auto focus.  Laser auto focus and touch 

probe optional

• Various stage sizes and accessories available to 

help fit any application

Automated Multi-Sensor 
Video Measuring System
High accuracy, speed, and repeatability
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Now available with AutoMeasure v. 13 software
The latest version of Nikon Metrology's dimensional measurement 
software for NEXIV series video measurement systems now features 
lighting optimization and teaching navigation. 

sales.nm-us@nikon.com www.nikonmetrology.com(800) 552-6648
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Zoller Interface in CAM-
Works
—HCL CAMWorks®

HCL Technologies (HCL) an-
nounces the implementation of Zoller 
TMS Tool Management Solutions 
Interface in HCL CAMWorks soft-
ware. The ZOLLER Interface supplies 
customers with advanced tool database 

management options, an overview of 
available tools, and eliminates the need 
to maintain multiple tool databases. 

With the ZOLLER Interface in 
CAMWorks, tool data is standardized 
and the exchange of data between the 
two software systems is automated. 
Customers only need to enter the 
information for their cutting tools in 
once into the central ZOLLER tool 
database and the tools are imported 
automatically into CAMWorks. All 
of the tool parameters are captured, 
including contour line for holder and 
cutter, specific tool type, and technol-
ogy data, such as feeds and speeds. 
The interface also allows users to 
define tools in the ZOLLER TMS Tool 
Management Solutions software with 

the same tool types and parameters that 
are being used in CAMWorks. 

Once a part model is programmed, 
the ZOLLER Interface generates a 
setup sheet that includes a list of tools 
used for the part. The setup sheet 
assists with tools assembly, measure-
ment and sending measured values to 
the machine for cutting the parts. The 
ZOLLER Interface in CAMWorks 
decreases manual entry of tool data and 
streamlines tool management.  
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identify bottlenecks, minimize down-
time and optimize production whether 
in a high-volume lights-out setting or 
a low-volume job shop. 

HMC With Hardened, 
Ground Inverted V-Shaped 
Slideways Launched
—Niigata

Niigata says the HN800-V is built 
with the rigidity and accuracy neces-
sary to perform ultra-precise contour 
machining and boring of components 
with critical tolerances. The HN800-V 
is reportedly the world’s first machin-
ing center to feature hardened and 
ground inverted v-shaped slideways; 
it can achieve volumetric accuracy 
of .00005” per foot. The v-shaped 
slideway system converts the weight 
of the column unit into restraining 
force on the sliding unit. The V-shaped 
slideways, consisting of anti-abrasion 
material, also contribute to the high-
speed performance of the machine; it 
is capable of achieving rapid traverse 
of 1968 ipm).

For extreme stability, this v-shaped 
slideway machine features a solid mee-
hanite cast iron frame with extensive 
ribbing. Further contributing to preci-
sion performance is a powerful and 
rugged geared high torque spindle. It 
is constructed with seven sets of wide-
spaced, super precision angular contact 
and roller bearings. The spindle head 
stock uses a mono-cast (single piece) 
castings.

The HN800-V’s pallet clamping 
system uses a stable clamper plate 
to ensure optimum down force and 
increased clamping forces of the pal-
let during extreme cutting conditions. 
Jets of air discharge from the tapered 
cones when the pallet is changed to 
ensure proper clamping and to cleanse 
seating surfaces.

The HN800-V offers 60.2” x-axis 
travels, 48.4”  y-axis travels, 40.2” z-

GET A FREE CATALOG OR POSTER

1-949-457-1913     sales@cmms.com     cmms.com

Same-Day & Overnight Shipping

Unconditionally Guaranteed

Custom Designs Welcome

ISO 9001:2015 Certified 

Proudly USA Made

SAME-DAY
STYLI
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Modbus TCP Source and 
Viewer for Dataxchange
—Scytec Consulting

  Scytec Consulting Inc. has intro-
duced two highly requested features 
inside the DataXchange machine mon-
itoring platform pertaining to Modbus 
TCP. During the second week of Janu-
ary 2022, DataXchange was updated 

with an added ability to utilize Modbus 
TCP greatly expanding the landscape 
of devices that can be communicated 
with and monitored.  Scytec DataX-
change is a cloud subscription with 
a no-commitment month-to-month 
pricing option, or as an on-premises 
deployment.

The addition of Modbus TCP inside 
of Scytec DataXchange is a valuable 
addition for manufacturers needing to 
monitor PLCs and robots, especially 
with the increased use of cobots to 
address the labor shortage. The re-
quests for remote monitoring of their 
efficiency and the need for receiving 
alerts have increased as cobots are 
running longer hours. Valuable produc-
tion data from cobot monitoring can 
provide customers with the tools to 
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BARTON INTERNATIONAL  USA/Canada 800-741-7756 
518-798-5462 • info@barton.com • barton.com • store.barton.com

The BARTON logo and our brands are registered  
trademarks of BARTON Mines Corporation. 

Experience cleaner, quieter cutting and produce 
better-looking parts with HYDROBLOC
Superbricks. Their flat, even,  
honeycomb surface keeps parts  
from falling into the tank and  
drains water away to minimize  
splash back. The laminated high- 
density polyethylene layers are  
welded and screwed together  
for unrivaled durability.
• Cleaner Cutting  • Recyclable
• Quieter Operation  • Better-Looking Parts 

Learn more at barton.com/hydrobloc

Upgrade Your Waterjet  
with HYDROBLOC® 

New Products
axis travels and a b-axis rotary angle 
of 360,000 positions. Maximum work-
piece swing diameter is 68.9”.

Next Generation of TNL12 
Sliding-Headstock CNC 
Lathe
—INDEX

    INDEX has announced the 
launch of the next generation of its 
TRAUB TNL12 sliding-headstock 
lathe for small part machining. The 
new TNL12 incorporates a plethora of 
design changes.  

The new TNL12 features four 

tool carriers that can be applied to a 
workpiece simultaneously, albeit with 
significant changes to the machine’s 
kinematics. While the front-working 
attachment and counter spindle were 
previously arranged on a single slide, 
they are now housed on separate slides. 

This eliminates potential interdepen-
dence between front-end and counter 
spindle machining. 

While the former model of the 
machine offered X-axis machining on 
the counter spindle, the new TNL12 
provides full 3-axis machining in this 
position. A new back-working attach-
ment offer six tool stations, with up to 
four allowing live tooling, as well as a 
flushing unit.

Overall tooling capacity has also 
been increased, with the capability to 
house up to 40 tools with the use of 
double and triple holders.   Each of 
two 6-station tool turrets has its own 
servomotor and interpolated Y-axis, 

Machine Shop for Sale
PERFECT MACHINES FOR 

STARTING A SHOP
Mori Seiki MV35 Machining Center
Webb 17 x 40 Engine Lathe
Hardinge (HC)
Bridgeport Mill, Sunnen Hone
Miller Scinrowave 250, 80 Gal
Compressor (Kaiser screw type)
Large amounts of tooling!!
PLUS Much, much more.

All for only $25,000
Contact Steve
408-636-6257
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10-SECOND
COLLET CHANGES 

Exclusive Risk-Free

PERFORMANCE

Guarantee

Proudly 
Made 
in U.S.A. 

PLUS......
Ultra-Precision Accuracy – 0.0002" TIR

Superior Grip Force Over Jaw Chucks

Widest Gripping Range – 0.062"

Most Compact Chucks in the Industry

Exclusive Bolt & Go™ Mounting Advantage

In-Stock for Same-Day Shipping

www.colletchucks.com

RP_CC_Ad_MTW_746.qxp_Postcard  12/22/17  7:25 AM  Page 1

stddme.com/shop-floor

Standard Time®

Barcoding on the 
shop floor?

I’ll show you how!

with chip-to-chip tool change times 
reduced to just 0.3 seconds.

Refinements to the TNL12’s over-
all structure include a non-hydraulic 
design, gray cast iron bed and thermo-
symmetrical design. 

The new TNL12 includes an 8-bar 
coolant pump, with the option to add 
one or two adjustable pumps capable 
of 20 bar to 120 bar. 

It incorporates the current TRAUB 
TX8i-s control, which offers Industry 
4.0 connectivity via INDEX’s iXworld 
platform. The folding and swiveling 
operating panel include a 19” touch-
screen.

GL 250 Horizontal Turning 
Center Features Thermal 
Compensation with Sen-
sors—Romi

 The new generation Romi GL 
250 horizontal turning center comes 
equipped with thermal compensation 
with sensors to maintain stable, dimen-
sional results even during long working 
periods. The use of sensors provides 
accurate, real time compensation.

The GL 250 has a maximum cut-
ting diameter ranging of 11” and a Z 
travel of 23.6”. The new machine is 
designed for medium to high produc-
tion environments and features notably 
high power, torque and feed force, in 
addition to Romi’s trademark rigidity 

and precision attributed to the robust 
“Romi-made” monoblock base.  

The new generation turning center 
is constructed with durable roller ways 
on all axis to produce high rigidity. A 
built-in spindle motor with a chiller 
incorporated and direct drive servo-
motors results in high response speed, 
accuracy, less vibration, and lower 
maintenance requirements.    

The tailstock is programmable and 
servo-driven. Position, speed, and 
force are determined directly via the 
Fanuc controller. The GL 250 comes 
with a 12-station turret with a choice 
of fixed tools with a Romi disk, driven 
tools with a VDI or BMT disk, driven 
tools with Y-axis, or dual spindle with 
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Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing, Inc.

Multi-Axis CNC Swiss
Turning
CNC Swiss Micro
Machining

CNC Swiss Minature Machining

CNC Swiss Turning

CNC Swiss Micro Machining
Shown above: Micro machined parts 

with table salt

Pacific Swiss & Mfg., Inc.
503-557-9407

15423 S.E. Piazza Ave., Clackamas, OR 97015  
sales@pacificswissmfg.com * www.pacificswissmfg.com

Part Sizes .005” Dia. To 1-1/4” Diam with 9 Axis of Machining Capability

1995,

 

Manufacturing & Accounting 
Solutions Since 1990

330.650.4212
www.HenningSoftware.com

See Our Free Demo & Guided Tour at:
HenningSoftware.com

For Job Shops  
& Precision 
Manufacturers 
Your Job Just Got Easier!
•  Fast & Efficient 

Estimating/Quoting
• Visual Scheduling
• Bar Code Routers
• Real-Time Job Costing
• Integrated Quality
• Gauge Management
•  Touch Screen 

Scheduling Board
•  Visual Books™ 

Integrated Accounting 
or QuickBooks™ 
Interface

LIVE ACCESS ANYWHERE!
•  iVET™ Mobile APP for 

Smartphones & Tablets
•  Executive Dashboard
•  Information Shop 

Kiosk™

ERP Shop 
Management 
Software

“We partnered with Henning Software over 21 years ago. 
Their evolution of products continues to increase our 
Efficiency, Productivity, and Growth in our business.”

Mark Erickson, President - Highland Products, Mentor, OH

driven tools and Y-axis.
The CNC control features a Fanuc 

Oi-TF with 15” LCD touchscreen and 
Fanuc 32iB with 19” LCD touchscreen 
for dual spindle version machines and 
is the newest generation of Fanuc’s 
Series iHMI.  It comes standard with an 
ethernet interface, as well as a compact 
flash card and USB ports 

New Improved Software 
for Video Measuring
—Nikon

Operators of Nikon Metrology’s 
NEXIV range of CNC video measur-
ing machines have for many years 
been able to harness the power of 
the manufacturer’s AutoMeasure 
programming and reporting software, 

which includes the ability to compare 
inspection results automatically against 
CAD models. 

In the latest version of the soft-
ware, AutoMeasure version 13, two 
features have been added that allow 
even novice operators to extract the 
best performance from the systems. 
They reduce operational costs and raise 
productivity, leading to competitive ad-
vantage for a manufacturing company 
or inspection bureau.

First, for the CNC video measuring 
system to recognize the shape of the 
target under investigation correctly, it 
is necessary to set appropriate illumi-
nation conditions. Optimum illumina-
tion depends on selecting a combina-
tion of multiple lighting mechanisms, 
requiring a high level of skill. In Au-
toMeasure version 13, the appropriate 

lighting conditions for the target shape 
are set automatically. The company 
reports it avoids the time-consuming 
process of trying to optimize them and 
delivers uniform, stable, repeatable 
measurement and data acquisition for 
quality control, whether on the shop 
floor or in an inspection room.

Second, since many steps are 
required in the preparation of mea-
surement programs and there is con-
siderable flexibility in the method an 
operator can adopt to create an inspec-
tion cycle, variability often arises espe-
cially for novice operators, sometimes 
it may not be clear how to proceed at 
all. The latest version of AutoMeasure 
has a navigation function that guides 
the operator through to completion 
of the inspection program in an easy-

Booth #133256
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22343 La Palma Ave #117 Yorba Linda CA 92887

FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1968, SERVING WESTERN STATES

ARN Machine Tool Rebuilding INC

Tel 714-692-7647            E Mail armtsinc@aol.com

Machine Tool Repair, Service, Rebuild & Modi�cations

Custom Machines, Tools & Fixtures Build To Your Needs

For Details see Website www.arnrebuild.com

New Products

Free Design Consults    
MiteeBite.com   800-543-3580     WORKHOLDING SPECIALISTS

“I use the TalonGrips™ 
for every OP1 hands 

down. I’ve made 
thousands of parts 

and never had a part 
pull out. It’s the  

best solution for low 
profile gripping.”

Alex Baker, Owner,  
Utah Valley CNC

#uvcnc

utahvalleycnc.com

to-understand, interactive manner by 
showing the necessary operation at 
each step of the way. Programming 
time is also significantly reduced.

Ultrasonic Probe for 
CMMs
—Renishaw

 The RUP1 ultrasonic thickness 
measurement probe increases the 
multisensor capability of Renishaw’s 

REVO 5-axis system, which now of-
fers six different probe sensor families, 
each specifically designed to maximize 
the advantages of 5-axis motion and 
infinite positioning.

All REVO system probes can be 
changed automatically and include 
tactile scanning, touch-trigger, surface 
finish, ultrasonic, non-contact struc-
tured light and vision probes. They 
are used within a common coordinate 
reference frame, providing the choice 
of an optimum tool to measure multiple 
features, all on a single CMM platform.

Only when used as part of a 5-axis 
controlled system with the infinite po-
sitioning capability of the REVO head 
does the automated use of an ultrasonic 
probe on a CMM become feasible. 
The RUP1 ultrasonic probe is fully 
integrated into MODUS metrology 
software (version 1.12) and UCC suite 
(version 5.8). It includes features such 
as geometry and material calibration, 
tip ball size monitoring and compensa-
tion, automatic calculation of REVO 
head positions based on the back-wall 
angle for non-parallel surfaces, and tip 
life monitoring. A standalone signal 
viewer is also available, which pro-
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Q-PLUS Labs, Irvine, CA
949.380.7758  sales@qpluslabs.com

Est.1987

qpluslabs.com

FOR YOUR PRODUCT’S PERFECTION

SERVICES PRODUCTS

DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
SERVICES & PRODUCTS

• Dimensional Inspection
• Reverse Engineering
• 3D Scanning
• CT Scanning
• Calibration
• On-Site Measurement
• Part Sorting
• Training & Consulting

• Multi-Sensor Vision Systems
• 3D Scanners
• CMMs & Portable CMMs
• Optical Comparators
• Form & Roundness Systems
• Surface Roughness Analyzers
• Metrology Software
• Custom Gages & Fixtures

VFSFUNDING.COM     |      805-316-1586

QUICK FINANCING  
FOR MANUFACTURERS
  Finance All Manufacturing Equipment & Accessories
  Quick Approvals on New and Used Machines
  Application Only Financing Up to $750,000.00
  $0.00 Down, 7-Year Financing Available 
  Simple Interest Loans Available

New/Used Machines Same Day ApprovalHassle Free
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Bryan Crawford
1847 Elmfield Ave.
Long Beach, CA, 90815
562-597-7824 cell: 562-243-4659
becrawford@mindspring.com

SMART wire Technology 
for AgieCharmilles CUT P 
Series
—GF Machining Solutions  

 GF Machining Solutions show-
cased the lat-
est innovations 
in  e lec t r ica l 
discharge ma-
chining (EDM) 
at its booth at 
EMO Hannover 
2019, including 
SMART wire 
which lever-
ages radio fre-
quency identifi-
cation (RFID) technology for Industry 

4.0-level process control. 
Thanks to SMART wire’s monitor-

ing capabilities, the machine operator 
always knows how much wire is avail-
able for the current job. The moment 
a spool of SMART wire is installed, 
the CUT P machine recognizes the 
available length of wire and provides 
the operator with peace of mind that 
there will be enough wire on the spool 
to complete cutting operations without 
interruptions.

At the same time, wire traceability 
is enhanced with SMART wire’s ability 
to provide information such as date of 
manufacture, type, lot and expiration 
date, which is transmitted via RFID to 
the machine report.   

 GF Machining Solutions customer 
services offers a wide range of SMART 
wires to help optimize machine perfor-
mance and improve process continuity 
and traceability.

Dynamic Production Ma-
chine with Small Footprint
—DMG MORI

 As the successor of the MILLTAP 
700 (with more than 3,000 machines 
installed), the DMP 70, by DMG 
MORI, is designed to offer maximum 
productivity in the smallest space. 
With a footprint of 46.28 sq. ft., it is 
10% smaller than the MILLTAP 700. 
Travel paths of 27” x 16” x 15” and the 

New Products

CINCINNATI MILLS
We have the repair parts and 

accessories to keep them going.
Complete Machines Too!!

INDUSTRIAL SURPLUS MACHINERY
Cincinnatirepairparts.com

860-796-4655

vides experts with a graphical view of 
the measurements.

The RUP1 probe uses a 20 MHz 
transducer and provides a thickness 
measurement range of 1 mm to 20 
mm with an accuracy of better than 
10 microns using touch points. The 
tip ball is user-replaceable and is pre-
served by a protective cap that can be 
automatically removed and maximizes 
tip ball life. The RUP1 probe is fully 
compatible with the MRS2 change 
rack using the RCP TC-3 rack change 
port and is interchangeable with all 
other probe options available for the 
REVO system.

 

New Mini Workpiece Posi-
tioning System
—SMW Autoblok
 SMW Autoblok has introduced the 
40-mm Workpiece Positioning Sys-
tem (WPS) Mini. The company says 
it is well-suited for small workpieces 
that require quick part changeover. 
The workholding system is designed 
with an emphasis on flexibility and 
speed. It is designed to be inter-
changeable with all types of industry 
stationary workholding systems.

The WPS Mini features manual 
zero-point clamping that attaches 
directly to the workpiece, provides 
maximum holding force of 25 kN and 

repeatability of less than 0.005 mm. 
Single, quick actuation is designed to 
provide rapid open and closing of the 
module with a 270° rotation.

The system is Proofline-sealed 
against dirt and swarf. It can be used 
with standard WPS and APS mod-
ules with special clamping pins and 
adapters that are case-hardened with 
corrosion-resistant coating.

The WPS Mini is part of SMW 
Autoblok’s full line of WPS clamping 
modules, which are offered in 60-, 
80- and 160-mm heights. All modules 
can be mounted on a t-slotted table or 
grid plate manufactured with highly 
tempered quality steel with a special-
ized coating to protect against rust and 
contaminants.
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Pneumatic Hydraulic Distributor
TOKYO KEIKI   YUKEN

NACHI    DAIKIN   TOYO OKI    
REXROTH-UCHIDA  SUMITOMO.

TEL: 714-630-9111
SALES@PACIFICMACHINE.COM
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Premium Quick-Point Workholding Contact  www.synergytoolinginc.com

Give me a call...
Pat Sheehan 
(818) 650-1490

I’ve been helping shops 
with insert milling  

for more than 20 years

Dealer Inquiries Wecome

Touch Probe Offers High 
Speeds and 3D Accuracy
—Heidenhain

   Heidenhain’s TS 760 touch 
probe offers 3D accuracy to within 
1 µm and homogeneous switching 
behavior over 360 degrees. The 
company says the probe’s 1 m/min 
feed rate is four times faster than 
other products offering repeatabil-
ity equal to or within 0.25 µm at 
two standard deviations.

The touch probe’s low, ≈0.2 N 
of trigger force and ≈1.5 N of axial 
force limit form and surface damage 
to fragile parts. Users can also clean 
the probing point with an integrated 
flusher feature that uses compressed air 
and cooling lubricant of up to 60 bars. 

Functionally, the probe is fully compat-
ible with the TS 740 and provides the 
same additional data as the TS 460.

An SE 661 transceiver with an 
EnDat communication signal sends 
collected data over radio or infrared 
channels to Heidenhain’s contouring 
TNC or other major CNC controls.

New Generation SL-10 
Swiss-Type Lathe
—Star CNC 

State-of-the-art small diameter parts 
processing is made possible by yet an-
other evolution of design which debuts 
in the new Star CNC SL-10 Swiss-type 
automatic lathe. 

The SL-10 utilizes a single gang 

•	 15-	3/4”	RAM	Stroke
•	 Fast	-	Min.	26	IPM	Approach
•	 Up	to	52	IPM	Return
•	 Machinined	Surfaces
•	 Build	Special	Machines	on	Request
•	 LUX	Presses	to	400-ton		“C	FRAME”	

Presses	from	25	-	300	ton

Howards Machinery
         714-856-2089

(NEW) STENHOJ
      “ Flexipress”
              25-200 Ton

type tool post for turning and cross 
drilling/milling for multi-processing 
in a new space-saving vertical layout. 
Simultaneously, the dynamic main 
spindle and faster power-driven tools 
are optimally designed for machining 
smaller diameter components. The 
6-spindle unit with Y2-axis control 
for backworking has two spindles 
in three rows and can mount up to 
four power-driven tool units in their 
respective positions. This enhanced 
multi-processing capability in back-
working contributes to reduced cycle 
times through the efficient splitting of 
processes.

With its compact body and high-
performance marks, the Star CNC 
SL-10 represents the arrival of a new 
generation of machines built with 
integrity, stability and versatility for 
high efficiency processing of complex, 
small diameter components.     
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New Products

Contract First Article
Inspection Service

Quality dimensional inspection performed
using coordinate measuring machines and

non-contact video equipment.
DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION LABS 

(510)744-4100
 

WWW. D-I-L.COM. 

For quotes Carlos@jcrindustries.com

Methods Launches Twin-
Turret Multitasking 
Machine
—Nakamura Tome

 Methods Machine Tools is now 
distributing Nakamura-Tome’s 
SC-100X2 twin-turret multitasking 
machine, which utilizes two tools 
on either side of the upper turret for 
superimposed machining. Methods 

spokespeople say this makes it 
well-suited for Swiss-style parts 
greater than 25 mm in diameter.

Superimposed machining lets shops 
take on complex contracts and com-
plete them faster than other mainstream 
machining methods. Operators can also 
use the upper and lower turret simulta-
neously, giving the SC-100X2 the flex-
ibility of a true twin spindle machine. 
The machine’s design also contributes 
to a faster cycle time while maintain-
ing precision and accuracy in line with 
other Nakamura-Tome machines.

The SC-100X2 automatically un-
loads the workpiece once complete, 
minimizing manual intervention and 
downtime. When the machine com-
pletes a cycle, the parts catcher grips 
the part and places it on a conveyor, 

removing it from the machining en-
vironment.

Software from Nakamura-Tome 
enables users use a FANUC 0i-TF Plus 
control to program superimposed and 
multi-turret jobs as easily as single-tur-
ret operations. The software package 
also includes Nakamura’s NT-Nurse 
system, NT-Smart Sign, NT-Navigator, 
oscillation turning and thermal com-
pensation artificial intelligence.

Upgraded Digital Manu-
facturing Software
—ModuleWorks 
  ModuleWorks announces the 
release of its 2021.12 CAD/CAM 
software components for digital 
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New Products

ELIMINATE MIST AND
SMOKE IN YOUR SHOP

With more than 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries
worldwide, the Royal Filtermist is the metalworking industry’s
leading mist collector.

• Continuous high-efficiency – even in high-pressure applications
that produce sub-micron sized particles.

• Low cost, simple installation, and minimal maintenance requirements.

• Clean, healthy shop air helps attract and retain top talent.

www.mistcollectors.com

Exclusive Risk-Free

PERFORMANCE

Guarantee

RP_Filtermist_Ad_MTW_747.qxp_Ad  12/22/17  7:27 AM  Page 1

manufacturing. This is the third 
ModuleWorks release of 2021 and re-
portedly contains new and enhanced 
features across the entire product 
range, including new multi-axis hole 
making cycles with independent feed 
rate control, a new morph pattern 
for laser aided manufacturing and a 
collision-free solution for robotics 
post processing.

The new ModuleWorks hole mak-
ing strategies are said to provide 
flexible feed rate control for drilling, 
reaming and thread tapping with fast 
programming via a graphical user 
interface.

When drilling holes, operators 
can select a different feed rate for the 
break-through distance to reduce the 

amount of burr. This can also be used 
on non-flat holes to ensure a high-
quality finish and longer tool life.

Reaming increases the precision 
of holes. With the new ModuleWorks 
hole making options, operators can 
select different approach and retract 
feed rates to ensure optimal machining 
conditions for reaming cycles.

The feed rates can also be inde-
pendently adjusted for thread tapping. 
ModuleWorks says selecting the right 
feed rate for retract motions reduces 
non-productive time and speeds up 
machining.

In addition, the morph pattern can 
now be applied to laser-aided manu-
facturing to create a morph toolpath 
between two leading curves or two 

guide meshes. The toolpath gradually 
interpolates between the two input 
objects and spreads evenly over the 
machining surface. According to the 
company, this is especially useful 
when machining steep areas during 
mold making. When used for fused 
deposition modeling, the morph pattern 
enables operators to create a morph 
toolpath for non-uniform geometries.

Another new feature is collision-
free robotics post processing, which 
uses the ModuleWorks collision check-
ing algorithm to compute a collision-
free solution for robotics post process-
ing. When calculating the inverse ki-
nematics for robots, the ModuleWorks 
MultiXPost processor detects collision 
pairs in the robot’s kinematics and 
takes them into account when generat-
ing the posted toolpath.

The new precision JS1118CNC Tool Room Lathe with the new Acu-rite TURNPWR is ideal for the 
Tool-Room and Model Shop.  The onboard contouring control enables you to program conventional 

machining operations right at the machine in an easy-to- use conversational language. 
The dual Handwheels allow easy set up and positioning like a manual machine.

The 5C Collet Spindle is equipped with class 7 spindle bearings and the nose is precision ground to 
achieve better than .0001” T.I.R on both the collet seat and quick-change chuck taper

The Bedway is crafted from a rugged alloy tool steel that has 
been heat treated and ground to resist distortion for long 
lasting accuracy. Additionally, the Turcite coated bearing 

surface has been enlarged so the carriage covers the entire 
width of the bedway.

Hardened and precision ground
Spindle ID and OD to .00005” 

We also have HLV-H Hardinge
CNC Conversion kits

Contact us: 
HS&S Machine Tool
409.980.8909
info@hsands.com



call: (855) 593-5668Made in USA

Pallet Changers & AutoDoors 
for Affordable CNC Automation

Replace your 
Bridgeport-type head
w/ a brand new  
Trouble Free Inverter Drive 
E-mill™ Head   3HP/5HP
1PH or 3PH  220/440V

Replace milling head procedure,
https://tinyurl.com/replacehead

Link to milling machine head & parts,
https://tinyurl.com/e-millhead

info@aceronline.net | CA 714-871-5558

Edge, FMB, Iemca, 
LNS, MTA and SMW / ATS

Bryan Crawford
1847 Elmfield Ave.
Long Beach, CA, 90815
562-597-7824 cell: 562-243-4659
becrawford@mindspring.com

Renishaw Inc
1001 Wesemann Drive 
West Dundee,  IL  60118
Tel: (847) 286-9953  Fax (847) 286-9974
www.renishaw.com 

Martyn Frost
Regional Sales Manager/West
Cell (847) 323-7071
Email: Martyn.frost@renishaw.com



Pro Business Valuations, LLC
Business Valuation - Machinery & Equipment Appraisal - Business Sale Consulting

Grant E. Estep, MBA, ASA (MTS), MCMEA, BCA
Senior Appraiser / Principal

4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 500, Marina del Rey, CA  90292
Tel: (800) 991-6523 \ (310) 606-2699
Grant@probusinessvaluations.com - www.probusinessvaluations.com
An industrial enterprise valuation & heavy machinery appraiser 
Specializing in manufacturing, machining and metal product fabrication 

Contact us for details:  
408.472.2436 

john@hsands.com

Doesn’t just look like a Hardinge… 
it feels like a Hardinge

HS&S Machine Tools, Inc.
- John Servin -

Insertable
Form Tool
Systems

David K. Baird
Territory Manager

Schwanog LLC
1301 Bowes Road, Ste. A 
Elgin, IL 60123
Cell:     224.575.3197  
Phone: 847.289.1055 HQ 
Fax:     847.289.1056 HQ
david.baird@schwanog.com 
www.schwanog.com

Specializing in Machine Shops
Over 350 Systems Sold

ORANGE COAST
INDUSTRIES

ORANGE COAST
INDUSTRIES

Ron Hextell
714-478-1776
Ronh644@sbcglobal.net

Ron Hextell
714-478-1776
Ronh644@sbcglobal.net

We ONLY sell and install
Fire Suppression Systems
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...Hotline Continued From Page 8
Parallel Systems Receives $50 
Million on Series A

Parallel Systems, an electric rail vehi-
cle maker founded by three SpaceX veterans, 
picked up nearly $50 million in Series A fund-
ing in January. The investment, led by Anthos 
Capital in Santa Monica with contributions 
from Congruent Ventures, Riot Ventures and 
Embark Ventures, will be used to build a fleet 
of rail vehicles, complete testing programs 
and grow the team, according to the Culver 
City-based company.

“What we’re doing right now is we are 
fabricating our second-generation vehicles, 
and we’re launching an advanced test program 
that’s really going to answer a lot of key 
questions that will lead us down the path to 
commercialization,” said Chief Executive Matt 
Soule, who was head of avionics at SpaceX 
before co-founding Parallel Systems with John 
Howard and Ben Stabler, former SpaceX cowork-
ers. Howard now serves as the vice president 
of hardware for Parallel Systems, while Sta-
bler is the vice president of software.

To implement the testing program, the 
founders are planning to scale their team from 
25 to about 85 in the next 12 to 18 months 
and hire “a lot of software and hardware en-
gineers,” added Soule.

Parallel Systems’ rail cars do not need a 
locomotive — they are autonomous and individ-
ually powered, featuring a battery-electric 
permanent magnet synchronous motor and a bi-
directional camera-based perception system. 
They also have redundant braking that enables 
them to stop up to 10 times more quickly than 
a train, according to the company.

Kohler Brings 1M SF Factory, 
425 Jobs to Casa Grande, AZ.

Kohler Co. plans to build a new 1 million-
square-foot manufacturing facility on 200 
acres in the industrial corridor of Casa 
Grande, city officials revealed.

Casa Grande City Council met Tuesday to 
approve the development agreement.

The Kohler deal is the latest economic win 
for Casa Grande. Earlier this year, Lucid 
Motors started production of its Lucid Air 
at its Advanced Manufacturing Plant in Casa 
Grande.

“Pinal County sits at the epicenter of two 
big cities and is the point of intersection 
where all infrastructure in the state comes 
through,” says Jackob Andersen, president and 
CEO of Saint Holdings, the developer behind 
some of the county’s largest land deals, in-

cluding two massive industrial parks.
Andersen notes that land prices in Pinal 

County are about 50% to 60% cheaper than in 
Metro Phoenix.

Kohler, a kitchen and bath equipment manu-
facturer, plans to build its new factory south 
of Maricopa-Casa Grande Highway. The site is 
across the road from the Frito-Lay plant in 
Casa Grande. It will take approximately 18 
months to complete once construction begins.

The Kohler plant is the first major proj-
ect that would be built at the Pinal County 
Technology Park, a 1,000-acre parcel between 
Clayton Road and Maricopa-Casa Grande Highway.

Once completed, the site is expected to em-
ploy 425 within five years.

Boeing’s Deal with Qatar Airways 
is Good News For Everett, Renton 
WA. Workers

At a White House signing ceremony, Qatar 
Airways placed a $34 billion deal with Boe-
ing.  The highlight of that deal is for up to 
50 Boeing 777X freighters, a big boost to the 
777X program that still awaits FAA certifica-
tion to fly, and airlines that aren’t anxious 
for the giant plane as international air travel 
continues to recovery from severe impacts from 
COVID-19. 

 It’ll be 2027 when deliveries of the 
freighters should begin. Deliveries of the first 
passenger jets are delayed until late 2023, 
though the company has built more than a dozen 
of them - most parked around Everett’s Paine 
Field where they are built. The plane made its 
first test flight on Jan. 25, 2020.

The deal is valued at $34 billion at list 
prices for up to 50 777-8 freighters, two 
current-model 777 freighters, and up to 50 of 
Boeing’s largest Renton-built 737s, the 737 
MAX 10. Qatar already has 777X passenger jets 
on order.

Of the 50 freighters, 34 are firm orders, 
with options for another 16. Of the 737 MAX 
10s, 25 are firm and 25 are options. 

Boeing says 20 of the airline’s 60 777X 
orders were converted from passenger jets to 
freighters.

 “The announcement is a huge boost to Boeing 
and Everett’s economy,” Everett Mayor Cassie 
Franklin said. “Obviously, the freight indus-
try has only become more and more important 
in this pandemic. And to get that large of 
an order out of Everett, that’s a perfect fit, 
we’ve got the workforce.” 
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Hurco Companies, Inc.  |  One Technology Way  |  Indianapolis, IN 46268  |  800.634.2416  |  info@hurco.com  |  HURCO.com  |  Machines shown with options. Information may change without notice. 

Double Column Boring Mills Horizontals 3-Axis Vertical 5-Axis Double Column Bridge Turning Centers

D & R MACHINERY
MACHINERY SALES 

COMPANY
ROSCO PRECISION 

MACHINERY
HURCO NORTH AMERICA

480.775.6462
AZ & Southeastern NV

626.581.9211 
Southern CA

253.333.2439 
WA & OR

800.634.2416 
Northern CA, CO, NORTHERN NV, UT, ID, MT, & WY

WATCH THE VIDEO

CNC-West-Hurco_How-It's-Made_Apr-2022.indd   1 4/7/2022   9:13:11 AM
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Connect with us!

The Toolroom 
Machining 
Center

Switch between Production
& Toolroom Ops™

Handwheels for 
TRAKing®

DRO for manual machining

WANT TO LEARN MORE?



It’s your move!  
What’s in your shop?

For over 60 years, manufacturers have trusted ACU-RITE to help them enhance 

their machining capabilities. Backed by HEIDENHAIN’s constant innovation and 

made in America, our high-quality, easy-to-use digital readouts and CNC  

controls offer versatile ways to boost productivity and increase accuracy.

Digital Readout Systems  |  Precision Linear Encoders  |  Milling and Turning Controls 

333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173  |  (847) 490-1191

Visit www.acu-rite.com
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